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Apathy soaks
SG elections

•

ed. Student Government will be ac. cepting applications for these seats.
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
Executive Advisor Carlos Payas will
do the interviewing and Sowinski will
This year's student government make the final appointments.
Only one of the six contested seats
senate elections, held Tuesday and
Wednesday, have run smoother t~n was a close race. In the race for
last year, said student body president Engineering Seat 1 Pete Martin, running for reelection after a successful
J ohii Sowinski.
Of t~e 31 senate seats available on- year serving in the sixteenth student
ly six ran contested. Seventeen ran senate, received 159 votes and · Kari
unopposed and five seats had no can- Hampson received 157. This calls for
didates.
an automatic re-count of the votes.
Sowinski said, "Naturally it is There are other discrepancies concerdisappointing when you don't have ning some candidates which have yet
many students running but it has to be resolved, but Chief elections
been typical of student government commissioner Geralyn Clair refused ·
elections."
to comment on the issue.
.The senate seats in the Colleges of
In the five other contested races,
Health, Liberal Studies, and three
seats in Education have yet to be fillSEE ELECTIONS, PAGE 8

..

by Jennifer Machtel

"'

•

•

·Regents discuss
CLAST preparation
by Cindi Miiam
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

Trying times
Knights' head coach .Lou Saban looked dismayed last Saturday night
as his team dropped their third game to Georgia-Southern, 42-28. See
story on page 21. While they have become the ·Object of much criticism
from some of the student population, many others are rallying in support.
See Guest commentary, page 10.

The Florida Board of Regents held
a two-day meeting at University of
Central Florida on September 13 and
14. Various committee meetings were
held and the board met as a whole on
Friday.
Dr. Charles Micarelli, Dean of
Undergraduate Studies, made a
report to the BOR on UCF's academic
preparation for the College Level
Academic Skills Test. The board is

reviewing the general education programs at all of the schools in the state
university system to see if the university curriculum is adequate in preparing sophomores for CLAST.
UCF students scored second
highest on the CLAST last year in the
state university system, according to
-Micarelli. The board reacted very
positively to Micarelli's report. One
member of the BOR praised the
general ·education program at UCF
saying it has turned· back to the
.
SEE BOARD, PAG~ 8

Sowi.nski, SG push national voter registration
by Mike Rhodes
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•

The UCF Student Government in cooperation with the Orange County Voter Registration office is scheduling a voter registration
drive on the UCF main campus from Sept.
24-28 . .
The drive came about as "a coordination of
student groups throughout the state and nation" said UCF student body president John
Sowinski, in an effort to make students more
aware of their potential roles in controlling
what happens to them.
"It is vital for the students of this and
every other university to _become a
recognizable force in the political process. It
is only then that we can insure that our interests are safeguarded," said Sowinski.
In an effort to do so at UCF, Orange 9oun-

ty elections officials deputized over 20
students, all heads of student organizations,
to register voters. These deputies will man
two registration. centers on campus. One will
be located in front of the library and the other
will be located on ~he Student Center Green.
Student government's lobby annex direc- ·
tor, John Gill, who is heading the drive for
student government, is currently trying to
set up a central office on campus which may
be able to register students until the final day
for registration, Oct. 6.
The Florida Student Association, of which
UCF is a member, has set a goal of 20,000
new registered voters by the close of registration. Sowinski said that the figure should be
met and surpassed easily before the final
date. He said that over 17,000 students h~ve
already registered statewide.

Tim Barto/fUlure

Student senate elections held this week did· not have a
large voter turnout. Elections officials hope that the same
does not hold true for the national elections in November.
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welcome. For more information call 27 5-2633 or
671-6355.

D CREMONESE HONORED

D FELLOWSHIP
FORMS

GROUP

area after the attack. He was
described . as a white male,
45-50 years old, graying hair,
5'9" tall, 185-190 pounds,
wearing jogging shorts.
Anyone who may have' seen
anything connected with this
crime is askd to contact the
UCF Police Department. The
investigation is continuing.

The Student Senate passed
The first meeting of the
resolution 16-54 last week,
club,
an
honoring Mr. Ferdinand P. Canterbury
Cremonese. Cremonese is an Episcopal fellowship group,
adjunct faculty member of will be held Sept. 30 at 8:30
the History Department. p.m. The group is open to
Chairman Ira Smith, in· anyone interested in the spirit · D SKI CLUB WANTS YOU
traducer of the bill, stated of genuine Christian
The UCF Ski Club is now
that "Mr. Cermonese shows a fellowship. The location of the
true concern towards · his meeting will be ani;iounced accepting ne.w members.
students. He is especially in· later. For more information Beginners as well as extertested in providing more call 644-2156 or 277-5252 perienced skiers are welcome.
than just a 'textbook' educa· after 7 p.m.
Club membership is a corequisi te to skiing for the team.
tion for his students."
UCF's ski team is ranked one
Cermonese .specializes in
Colonial history, but· he also
of the top three in the nation.
Team members are available
teaches other history classes. D RIFLE TEAM FORMS
to offer instruction and adHe was born Oct.12, 1917.
His firsthand knowledge of
UCF has established an vice to less experienced
the Depression, World War NCAA
intercollegiate skiiers. For more informa·
II, and the Korean 5!0nflict marksmanship rifle team. tion, attend the meeting next
serves to enhance all of his _Persons interested in joining Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Stuclasses. Cremonese was a the. team can contact the dent Center, Room 211 or
bombardier during both of coach, Allen Beal at 275-2893. leave a message in Student
these wars.
Center room 147.
Cremonese makes it a prac·
tice to·always be available for
appointments with his D RACE STOPS TRAFFIC
students, regardless if the
time is during his office hours
[) SUITE INVADED
In order to assure the safeor not. On many occasions he
loans books and other text ty of the 2,000 mnners_ex- ·· Two Lake Hall residents en-'
.
. · pecteu for the Threshold Run countered an unknown int S t d
material to students form his f th Kid
'd.
th
. or e
s nex a ur ay,
personal library t o ru m e1r S t 29 th
.
t
truder in their unlocked suite
t di
ep . , e mam en ranees at
5:30 p.m. August 25. The
d to UCF will be closed to all
s Du esLe. V te Tubb
suspect
seemed disoriented
r.
es r
s an
ff' f
9 50
. ki were tra ic rom 8:25
Pres1'den't J ohn Sowms
· a.m. to :
and was asked to leave, which
a.m. The northernmost
·
. en· he did. However, he returned
b oth there for the present a·
.
f
th
1
t'
b
h
·
trance
to
the
campus,
Libra
t ion o e reso u ion y c air•
.
.
30 minutes later and again
'th t C
Drive, will be open to traffic, entered the suite uninvited,
man SIm
o remonese.
.11 'b D .
then left ~hen asked. For· .
Tubbs s t a ted , "I am very as WI L1 ra rive.
However, the road connec· tunately, no other crime was
1
I
ld
lik
t
d
p ease . wou . e o see . L'b D .
'th p ki
thi k' d 0 f th'
more. tmg 1 r~ nve w1
ar ng
mg
Lot Number Four will be J·ust committed. UCF Police Crime
s m
often.''
Prevention Unit urges all
one lane of monitored traffic.
. residents to keep their doors
Students in the dorms who locked at all times in oreder to
plan to be leaving- between avoid
problems
and
8:25 and 9:50 a.m. should plan dangerous situations such as
to park in Lot Four behind this.
the Biology Building and Student Health Services building
or on the irass strip off Libra
Drive. There will be no exit
from lots eight and nine or
any other lots near the dorm D STUDENT RIPPED OFF
area.
A 28-year old student lost
$125 worth of property
DAIS MEETS
August 20 when she entered
The Association of Interna· D STUDfNT ATTACKED
the Engineering Auditorium
tional Students will meet toOn Monday, August 20, a for class and left her purse
day at 5 p.m. in the Stuent
Center, Room 152. Headed by 22-year old UCF student was and books unattended during
a council, they will form com- the victim of a sexual battery. class. When she returned her
mittees to begin work on The victim was abducted purse was gone. UCF police
Homecoming Week and for- from the bike path which also strongly su'g gest that
mulate plans for other upcom- parallels Alafaya Trail at 5:40 you keep your property with
ing events. Anyone interested a.m. and taken into the adja- you at all times. An investiga·
in joining or helping should cent woods at knifepoint, tion_is continuing.
plan on attending this where the assault occurred.
meeting. all students are The assailant ran from the

Tlm Barto/Future

Across the Atlantic?

It is unlikely that this balloon made the trip. But it did prove •
to be an object of attention a, it loomed over the soccer
fields Wednesday.

•••••••••••-.•••••••••111!1grievance procedure filed by
USF's former band director,
Stanley DeRusha, who is protesting his "nonrenewal of
contract" following USF administrators' knowledge of
sexual allegations filed
agai:Qst him at his former job
at Michigan State University.
DeRusha ''s grievance
argued that he was promised
tenure . ''upon appointment''
at USF. His "nonrenewal of
contract," therefore, violated
articles of the United Faculty
of Florida/BOR contract
agreement, . the grievance
said.
''Most of his cl~ms rested
on whether he was tenured or
not," said Paul Ziegler, a
labor relations coordinator for
BOR. "according to Florida
law, he was not tenured. That
disposed of most ·of his
claims.''
DeRusha has maintained
that allegations of sexual
harassment made by female
students at MSU are a "plot"
· against him.

•
-

D GOING IN STYLE?

Going in style is a
trademark of life in America,
whether by stepping · out in
the latest fashion, driving the
sleekest car, or casually sniff.
ing the "champagne of
drugs.'' For about $2,000 an
ounce, cocaine produces
several - very expensive
minutes of intense stimulation and euphoria.
People
choose
for
themselves, but in order to
choose responsibly, they need
the facts. This is what Thee
Door provides. Anyone is invited to visit Thee Door and
join a support group for
parents and significant
others. Meetings are held
each Tuesday evening at Thee
Door, 100 W. Columbia St.,
Orlando. For more informa·
tion or help call 423-6611.

•

•
"

•

•
•

•

D .IT'S YOUR VOTE

Prior to the closing of the ..
registration books for the
The Friends of The Library Nov. 6 general election, the
of Seminole County are ha v- Orange County Voter
ing a book sale Oct. 12-13 in Registration · Office will be ~
'A11oclated
the Center Court of open on Saturdays from 9
Collegiate
Altamonte Mall. All kinds of a.m. to 5 p.m. as follows:
Pre11
books, records, tapes, and ·en- Sept. 22, Sept. 29, and Oct. 6. ,,
All-American
D DERUSHA FINGERED IN
cyclopedia
sets are for sale. The office is located at One
This public document was promulgated at on annual cost of Sl00,000 or 5.3 cents per copy
SEX SCANDAL
to Inform the university community.
for further information, call North Orange Avenue in
Opinions expressed In The Future are those ot the editor or ot the writer and are not necessorlly
The Florida Board of book sale chairman John W. Orlando and the phone •
those ot the University Board or Publications or of the odmlnlsfr<:Jflon.
Regents denied Sept. 7 a Beale at 323-4879.
number is 420-3451.
12:mS11Ell!iiaiJr1m
· BS1l!IB~~--~~
U::1m:11Si1111mm11111ai•!E:JE:::?~~:PJ::E?:1Em!'i?i!'i~•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
0 BOOKS FOR SALE
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Disciplinary procedures mOdify behavior·
by Don Wittekind
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•
•

•

The administration at UCF goes to
great lengths not only to make its
disciplinary procedure as fair as
possible, but also to keep the student
population aware of the rules and
regulations that govern those procedures.
The disciplinary system runs as
follows: First, the accused student
will be called to the office of student
affairs. At this time, an informal, oneon-one conference will be held between the student and the Dean, Dr.
C. W. Brown or one of his assistants.
Next, the student is informed of the

.accusation that has been brought
against him, and is given a chance to
state his side of the story. If the incident is not clearly defined, an investigatiqn will follow, and a decision
will eventually be made on evidence
found. The student will be involved as
the case progresses, and is given ample time for defense.
Brown said in an interview, that the
goal of his office is behavior modification. He also said that the university
must be careful in terms of evaluating
its philosophy, and must ask the
question, "are we really trying to
work to help people to change, or tp
what extent are we protecting the environment by weeding out certain

punishment, the offender will never
again be considered for admission to
Punishment can be brought against the university.
a student in any one of four levels.
According to Brown, each student
First, the offender may be put on prois
handled on an individual basis.
bation. Probation is little more than a
That
is, in two different instances, the
formal warning. Secondly, restrictive
same
deviance from the rules may brprobation may be levied against the
ing
a
different level of punishment.
student. In this form of punishment,
some sort of privilege, usually per"When you are working in terms of
taining to the incident, will be taken
behavior
modification, you don't just
from the individual. Next is suspenpunch
out
and say he did this, and
sion from the university. The student
may be instructed to leave the cam- this is the punishment," Brown compus for a set period of time. After that mented. ''Therefore it (the
date, the student may reapply for ad- disciplinary system) at times appears
mission. Lastly, the student may be to be unfair, and perhaps at times it
expelled. Under the conditions of this is."

undesirable elements?"

I

•

UCF misses Out on .possible arts .grant
organizations. Among those
receiving money were Rolliils·
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
College and Valencia ComUCF was one of the few munity_college.
Dr. Harry Smith, Director
universities in the state
system that was not awarded ()f the Theater Department at
a grant by the Florida Depart- UCF, said that actual funding
ment of State, Division of does not go t o state:-financed
universities. Instead, the
Cultural Affairs this year.
money is awarded to a comThe Florida Department of munity organization t hat
State, headed by Secretary of agrees to include a specific
State George Firestone, university in its touring plan
awarded $2.7 million to arts or exhibitions, Smith said.
organizations throughout the . The Asolo State Theater is
state. In Orange Co.µnty, scheduled to visit Rollins Col$172,453 was. given in grants lege in Winter Park this year
to community programs and thr?ugh a state grant of

by Cindi Miiam

•
•
Most of the men and
wo men in pri on today
were abused as children .
Abused children often
grow up to abuse their
own children. Child
abu ers can be helped .
Find out how.

•

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY

TRA.DmON. WRITE:

•

•

National Comm ittee for
Preventio n.of Child Abuse.
Box 2866. Ch icago. Ill. 60690.

A Public Service o f This Newspaper
& Tbe Advert 1s1ng Council

f:'ll
~~

$1,863. According to Smith,
the theater department came
close to working out a visit by
the Asolo State Theater to
UCF. But conflicts in the arrangements could not be
worked out, he said, and the
plans have been stopped at
this point.
Smith said, "I don't feel
slighted because we didn't get
any of this (money)." He said
it is a chance opportunity.
The arts programs at the
university could benifit from
the grants in the future years
according to Smith. Several
years ago, the theater depart-

ment received a small grant·
from the Florida Department
of State.
Florida State University
benifited from t he grants
more than any other state
university system school.
FSU received $39,054 in aid
for programs in dance, visual
arts, folk arts, international
culture exchange and music.
The University of South·
Florida also received · over
$20,000 to aid various arts
programs. The money will be
used in connection with visual
arts, dance, music, and
literature.

•

Another Chance?

w

\

-

Where?

In front of the Library ··and on ·the Student
·center Green.

When?

September 24-28

-
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House-Sit For Your Folks.

• •

And help them earn ..
while you learn!

_

- .SUSSEX P~CE

2 Bed/2 Bath 'lbwnhollle Villas
Froin Only $48,900!
-

.

* no closing costs
.
* St.ate boiid money available ·
* many sold to investOrs

--

Instead of throwing away tertainm.ent, shopping, e111ploy1noney by ·renting, tell your 111ent prospects, and main highparents to niake a s1nart 111ove ways. A 111od.ern conunwtlty of
. . . by.pllrchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
sex Place! With 111onthly pay- townho:me villas, Sussex Place ofinents as low as $325* ~ it's the fers all the ainenities you deserve
perfect hedge against inflatio.n to help you unwind after a long
for -your folks, and the perfect . day.a t U.C.F.
_
.
ho111e for you while
So, while your _p ar- _
Westinghous·e
you're in School!
·
ents are investing in
~
your future, they can
~o
Sussex~' locat~
ed conve.n iently off
:! U.C.F.
be investing in their
;:
=
Alafaya Trail, is just
own, too. Build ho111eColonial or.
ntinutes front the cam-owner equity for your
~~·
pus, and also close -to _ ;• East-We'\
~
parents with R.C.A.'s
Sl :ssn
fine restaurants, en- ·
smart m.ove to Sussex
Place.

D

~

~

•

•

Cla

>i

Cla

-

*

~

PL~CF.

~
~

en .

Curry Ford Rd.

--

"
•
I

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50 .
Custom Financing Available

* $48,900 sale price.
. $46,450 mortgage

· amount. Based on 7112% conventional
30-year financing . 13% APR . Interest
rates subject to change without notice.
Full details at Sales Office.

~ ~WEWELCOME
1.:J
BROKER
COOPERATION

·i1 1fzere •£(e,_qance ~MeeL~ Sij)~1rdi1Mit!Jf

OPPORTUNITY

A Division of Residential Communities of America

EQUAL HOUSING

-

•

•
<'

•
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·About Bulls ~vis~~
&Bears& ~~i
Savings Bonds.GS~

•

•

Network may speed loans
(CPS)-Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) ap·
plicants in Florida may soon get some relief
in their long 'wait for aid money, if the state
goes ahead with plans to install a new computer database to speed up GSL processing.

When there's a bull market on Wall Street. the variable interest rdte you
get on u.s_ Savings Bonds will let you share in those higher returns.

•

But if the bear takes over, don't panic; you're protected by
the Bonds'guaranteed minimum of7.5%.
SO join the Payroll Savings Plan.
f!WI
Hold your Bonds five years or more.
~S
;ind vou can ride the bull and
beat the bear.

•

?
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"'Keg Beer J
~Case Beer· }
*Case Soda %
*Wine *tee J.
*Par.ty
J:
Catering
j

I

~~ .

~r

: : STUDENT D'fSCOUNT
:!:
ON KEGS

•

•
•

::::

With processing time running up to 12
weeks at some Florida schools, Audioun
estimates the computer network could "easily" cut the processing time in half for the
$200 million worth of GSL's his office ap·
proves each year.
Indeed, the system ''would be a very
positive step forward" for Florida's state colleges and universities, agrees John Agett,
financial aid director at the University of
South Florida.

"One study has determined that 60 percent
of a GSL's processing time is spent in the
mail, just getting the information from one
~~s~~ler
place to another and back again,'' Agett says.
"With the new system, we're looking at the
possibi~ty of-controlling all this.''
1
Such marrying of computers with application processing ''is a great idea and an idea of
the future," notes Dennis Mar.tin, with the
PABST Reg. $39.95 Only.$35.95
National Association of-Student Financial
._
Aid
Administrators in Washington, D.C.
GSL's
allow
students
to
borrow
moneywith UCF l.D.
And, as more and more states look at ways
backed by state-from banks and savings and
loan institutions at reduced interest rates. to speed up and streamline their loan applicaBUD Reg. $44.95 Only $39.95
All 50 states operate GSL programs, and na- -ti on procedure, computers will play an inwith UCF 1.D. tionwide, millions . of students receive GSL creasingly vital role in the financial aid
system, Martin predicts.
money each year.
We deliver to your door iced down and
The computer system will essentially allow
ready to go. We supply cups, chips,
Pennsylvania, among several other states,
campus aid offices _to create an ''electronic apcharcoal and more. We are open until
plication form" for a student loan applicant, is planning to install a computer system
and then electronically send the completed similar to Florida's, he adds.
If all goes as planned, the Florida system
application to the state loan office and to
potential lending institutions, Audioun saysr could be operational-using one or two state
.....
SR.,.
s
1 "Therefore, you don't have to have the stu- universities to test the database-by early
rr
Call Today For Pnce
:;:;:
1985, Audioun says.
· 81
Quote For You.r.t:J.e.xt_ p~- ~!y)::: dent fill out an application, have the school

1
?

• ::::11.:

The- system, moreover, represents · "the
wave of the future" for student loan processing, observers say, and will be closely eyeballed by aid experts nationwide who are similarly interested in streamlining their loan processing .procedures.
Florida students-indicative of those in
many other states-must often wait up to
three months to have their GSL applications
·
processed and approved.

enter the data for their files, then mail it to a
bank, which then mails it to the (state loan of·
fice), and then mail it back to the student,'' he '
explains.

~

:~~~:: ~

~

i.i

:l
i

But that lag time could "easily be cut in
half" with the help of a new computerized
processing system officials plan to implement soon.
"The system will link the state GSL office,
state universities, and banking institutions
into one database," explains Jensen
Audioun, supervisor of the Florida GSL Office.

~ 12,82- B EER1.
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ORLANDO'S # 1 DEALER

4..°'

~

"f.4'_'1ft.~

A,.

~-.

•

~\ '

~'

9438

* ON THE SPOT FINANCING

~'fr

• SALES OPEN 7 DAYS.A WEEK

OVER 800 NEW

DRIVE ANY NEW OR

TOYOTAS & USED
CARS IN STOCK OR
ON ORDER! COME

USED CAR HOME TODAY!

~:~YM~:~~E:T

COLOR OF YOUR CHOICE!

NOW! 6

CREDIT NO PROBLEM/WE CAN
..._ FINANCE ALMOST ANYONE
·
MEW _OR USED CAIJ

UNION PARK
277-2768
East Colonial Center
Near Intersection of
50 & Econ Troll

1~

HWY. 436 AT UNIV. BLVD.
HWY. 436 AT DRIGGS DR.
HWY. 436. ON UNIV. BLVD.
UNIV. BLVD. & DRIGGS DR.
461 N. HWY. 17-92, CASS.
5501 E. COLONIAL DR.

Mon-Sat

Shampoo /Cut /Blowdry
MEN $10.00
LADIES $12.50

LOCATIONS!

LOC.# 4

9·6
Eves. By Appt.

678-1234
678-5674
671-1080
677-8487
831-8888
281-0013

office supplies • equipment • printing
• dratting and engineering supplies

ALOMA AVE.

FAIRBANKS

•

e.-· Colonial

__________________________

GR~AT

NEW CARS
LOT 1-USED CARS
LOT 2-NEW & USED TRUCKS
LOT 3-USED CARS
LOT 4-USED CARS
~OT 5-USED CARS

BROW WAX
NAIL TIPS

PAMS BEAUTY
BOUTIQUE

'IMMEDIATEDELIVERY

~V. ti...

.

REDKEN
NEXUS

STUDENT
DISCOUNT·

! N
LOC.# 5

e

436

UNIVERSITY BLVD!

15A

Alorria Ave.

COLONIAL DRIVE
SERVICE • PARTS • BODY SHOP
OPEN MON-FRI. 8-6
Jimmy Bryan Toyota will do all service work
and body repair on any Toyota regardless
of where you purchased the car.

l

~A:l :it:em:s:s:ub:je:ct:t:o:pri:o:r

~~,~

..,.,~ ~~~
~

1:d:ve:rt:ise:d:d:is:co:un:t===~~~~

from de1ler's prices good through d1te of publication ind do not
:sa:le:Ji:m:my:B:ry:1:n':s
include f1ctory or duler options.
NO DEALERS.

.....~-.

-·

.

18!

University Blvd.
•

University
Square
Shopping
Center ·

. 7464 University Blvd.
(near Winn Dixie)
678-2976
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Because you are special to us . . .

_,

•

.A'~i~t~•~a;;tlAL for :U!
UNIVERSITY
· SQUARE

•
•

~? ~

LI I\ 1~
fl~

UF bans overnight dorm guests
.

.

J

(

(CPS)-University of Florida 24-hour visitation is, so obstudents soon may find their viously overnight visitation
indoor nocturnal activities probably exists.''
Mon. & Fri. 9-6 Sat. 9-5 Tues .• Wed .• Thurs .• 9-7 •
Among the suggestions
curtailed by a ban on
members of_the opposite sex were in-house monitoring by
~ 'r - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - _,, spending the night with them students and staff of inAloma Ave.
in residence and fraternity ' dividual residence halls, and
live in adult superVision in
houses.
~STUDENTS
fraternity
houses.
University Blvd. Kmart
, Men Reg. $14.00 •
And if Florida and other .
1
Now. $12.00 : colleges are any indication,
~:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
~---------------· students everywhere may Most fraternity members
soon be facing tough new reacted "very well" to the
restrictions on what they can recowendations, reports Tom
Dougan, campus fraternity
do in campus housing.
advisor, though many feel
Florida decided tp think they have been singled out
seriously about joining the because of the alleged rape
growing number of colleges last spring.
that restrict visiting hours
when a university task force
suggested the changes in Ju"In the coming year we'll
ly.
start staffing the fraternities
Student reaction was mix- with grad students or house
ed.
·
mothers," Dougan says. "But
most fraternity members
.ALL CARRERA AND PORSCHE
The 13-member task force, don't feel the presence of a
made up of faculty, students house mother would have
SUNGLASSES NOW IN STOCK
and ~ommunity represen- prevented what allegedly octitives, was reacting to an curred.''
FREE ADJUSTMENTS
alleged rape at a fraternity ·
EYE EXAMS ARRANGED
house and a campus hearing · Last week, a 16 year old girl
DESIGNER AND BUDGET EYEWEAR
student's complaint visiting UF claimed she was
into
about being disturbed by late- raped at a pre-rush party at
7359 Lake Underhill Rd. Hours:
night visitors, says Hugh Sigma Alpha Epsilon, which
Orlando, FL. 32822
Mon.-Fri. ·10:00-6:00
Cunningham, director of does not have a resident adult
281·086~
By Appointment
university information.
supervisor.
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Some fraternity members
also say they can't afford the
$15.00 a year to hire a house
mother.

Student reaction to the suggestions was minimal because
of the summer release of the
task force's report, but Cunning~m expects more feedback as students return to
campus this fall.
Florida is one of a number
of colleges that have changed
overnight visitor policies recently. While sign in/sign
out sheets and curfews are
outdated, restricted guest
hours are replacing the more
liberal policies promoted in
the sixties and seventies on
many campuses.
In 1980, the University of
Pittsburg revised its 24-hour
visitation policy and now
restricts overnight guests to
the, same sex.

a

-

"Currently, overnight
visitation is not permitted,''
Cunningham notes. "But

Goldenrod at Lake Under_'1ill
Half block South of. East·West

The changes at Pitt and
Kent State were prompted by
dormitory murders.

Administrators there and
UF police are ·still in- at other schools cite security
vestigating the incident.
as the reason for the changes.

7309 E. Colonial Dr., Orfando, Florida
1 MILE EAST OF HWY. 436 ON HWY. 50
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 9-9 SAT. 9-6 SUN. ~2-6.

Layaw::.y

Layaway
7.:r.Tis A~Ji:c.ble

282-0370

SALE

3
If you wonted o country western pine suite
end could not onord It, here's your chancel
Heavy honey pine lumber - reversible
cushions In durable Herculon. INCLUDES:
' •Soto• Choir• Cocktoll Tobie• 2 End Tables

2g800

$

COMPLETE SET

· SPECIAL DISCOUNT
TO ALL UCF PEOPLE
•

ROOMS .OF
FURNITUR·E
LIVING ROOM,
BEDROOM & DINETTE

ONLY

S69900

SPECIAL BEDDING SALE
Extra Firm

TWIN
FULL
QUEEN
KING

$108
138
188.

Sold

258

Only

Swivel Barstools
Solld Wood

in

Sets

By makers of King Koll

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

The Associat.io·n -of International Students
Will ·hold a meeting this Friday - Sept 21st at 5:00 p.m., to
form a counsel with committees to work on Homecoming Week and all upcoming events.
If interested the meeting will be held at the student Center Rm. 152, or call 257-2653.
·
We Welcome New Members!

$3 9o0
---
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Senate
election
results
ARTS AND SCIENCES

1) WILLIAM DIETZ
2) RICHARD ANDERSON
3) TED YOUNG
4) DAN STRACHAN
5) RANDY BLOSSER
6) JOLEE WHITNEY
7) SCOTT TOWNES
8) SCOTT MCDONALD
9) CHRIS SHACOSKI

Westerfeldt, 21, is a senior at the
New College of the University of
South Florida. He is studying
economics and international relations. After graduation, Westerfeldt
plans to attend graduate school or
law school. He said, "I look forward
to working with distinguished
members of the board."
Another matter presented to the
board concerning UCF is the ~hortage
of physical space at the the university. Faculty members spoke to the
board and made them aware of UCF's
problems concerning space. The
board is expected to deal with this
problem over the next several years.
Commenting on the overall produc- ·
tion of this Board of Regents
meeting, Chairman Robin Gibson
said, "This has been one of our very
best meetings." The board, which has
13 members and meets about ten
times ~ year, will meet in Tallahassee
in October.

BOARD
FROM PAGE l

4)
5)
6)
7)

THERE$E HAMILTON
DENNIS LASLEY
EDD CIOTII
DEE RUBIN

4) MARY MACARI_HUR
5) Bill TUCKER

HEALTH

EDUCATION

1) NO CANDIDATE
2) NO CANDIDATE
3) JOHN WRIGHT
4) NO CAND_IDATE

BUSINES.S

ENGINEERING

1) STEVE PHILLIPS
2) SCOTT RYERSON
3) JIM COMBS

1) HAS NOT BEEN DECIDED
2) RONALD ALBRIGHT
~) DWIGHT CHESSER

1) NO CANDIDATE

LIBERAL STUDIES

1) NO CANDIDATE
AM}RGE

1) DEANO ESPOSITA
Jeff Glick/Future

ELECTIONS
FROM PAGE l
William Dietz defeated Mitch Hardy
by a vote of 171 to 88 in Arts and
Sciences, Seat 1. Scott Townes
defeated Andrew Courtois with 116
votes to 73 in Seat 7, and Chris
Shacoski beat Michael Levin 110 to
88 in Seat 9.
Ronald Albright won Engineering
Seat 2 over Mark Jackson, 181 to 88,
and Dwight Chesser beat Joe Stutler
187 to 85 to take Seat 3.
At-Large candidate Deano
Esposita recieved the most votes of
any candidate riling in 283.
According .to Clair ·"the elections.·
went fairly well considering the rain
plaguing us. The · elections comm.is-

basics of education.
Commissioner of Education Ralph
Turlington, a regent of the board, said
he felt the most important aspect of
the meeting at UCF was the review of
CLAST preparation. The board also
discussed the general education program at University of South Florida.
At the meeting, the Board of
Regents passed a resolution authoriz·
ing UCF to apply for a College Housing Loan with the U.S. Department of
Education. UCF has applied for a.
loan of $3,678,650, to build 206 efficiency apartments for upper classmen
and graduate students.
On Friday, the BOR recognized
newly-appointed student regent
Robert Westerfeldt. Westerfeldt is
the only student representative for
the state university system.

sion worked very hard."
The League · of Women Voters
helped with the elections process, and
were present for the ballot count. But
the professional atmosphere ended
there as some elections commissioners counted ballots and drank
beer.
A new twist in this year's election
is that South Orlando, Brevard and
Daytona campuses voted for each
seat in addition to voting for a
representative for their campus. This
is the first time area campuses have
participated in main campus elections
in several years.
About one thousand students went
out to vote this week compared to the
sixteen thousand enrolled at UCF.
Rain hampered turnouts · on both
days.

GET TO KNOW
DELTA GAMMA SORORITY!
Join us on Monday,
Sept 24, 1984 A·L too-8:00p.m.
M·Z 8:15-9:15p.m.

in the Student Service Bldg:
(across from the bookstore)
Room 143 For More Information
Call 275-2177

.THE HAIR SHOP

WEAR GLASSES AND WANT TO FLY? COLLEGE GRADUATE?
Applications are now being accepted for the position of Naval Flight
Officer to fly in high performance aircraft. The NFO is the quarterback
of the naval aviation team, coordinator of tactics, weapons systems
specialist and airborne computer expert. ·
·
If you're a graduate student or senior, less than ~7 years old who is
seeking a future with a challenge, you can earn ofer $34,000 per year
after four years, and.attend the world's most pr~stigious flight training
program.
Send resume to:
_
.

I

Navy Aviation Programs
4070 Boulevard Center Dr.
.Jacksonville, FL 32207
or call: 1-800-342·7108

~Precision
~

-

Style Cut $8.00
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FULL SERVICE SALON

10509 E. Colonial Dr.

WALK~INS . WELCOME

.:. I

(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

Daily 9·5 &Thurs. tll 8
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ALL STUDENTS
15% DISCOUNT ON SALES WITH THIS COUPON
I Ir I SERVICE
UNIVERSITY Ir GOLDENROD,

657·1707
K·MART PLAZA

Small Appliance Repairs

/

Gifts, Antiques • Jewelry

I

HUMMELS

Ir

BRASS
SILVER

COLLECTOR
DOLLS

LEADED GLASS

Ir

GOLD CHAINS
CHARMS
&
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HA VE YOU

CONSIDER~D STUDYIN~ OVER SEAS?
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If so, plan to attend the FLORENCE/LONDON Programs Information Session on Wed, Sept 26, at 2:00 p.m. in the Deans
Conference Room of the Arts and -Sciences Building.
CONTACT Dr. Robert Flick at 345-2273 for additional informa·
tion.
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Fox Hunt Lanes

Goodman
Payton
Associates
-Inc .

A ToUTnhome community

•

YOUR "Home Away From Home''
•

•

A Tremendous
'·

Investment
Opportunity

•

•
lL ·
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J B'·

I
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Let Johnny help. BUY a Townhome.
Invest $500.00.to reserve your Townllome Now!

GOYHED
f D I\ t. H

. 11'-~"" T-D"
fa'·D'' Ur.P.

r-1

I

STOP PAYING RENT FOR JOHNNY

I

I 121-4
l__ JSKYL T.

FROM $53,900
Owner/Occupant financing from 5 3
Investor financing from 10 3 available

. ,')' • 1' f I l f D G L.

SALES OFFICE
OPEN -

,.
I

i
c

i

~ I

Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat floor plan -_

I

•

"l D F 1

c::i

12'-7"~

,('\ I

I.
I

'M A S T f J.
bf Dl!.O D ri

tEOIDIM H

~- --'·""·:=-4::'...:3,P1·.o·~
•
First Floor

ta.

11'-0"

~-~~-,~_·.4~"1~10§·,+§-~3!-~
Call (305) 282·4393
or 422·1111 after hours.

... o,..i;&

6•,..711

Second Floor

Rental lnfor~uation Available
Jog or ride your bike to schoolwe're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!

506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787
Winter Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111
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Guest commentary

RICHARD

CREIG
EWING
SOUR NOTE: Okay. our fighting
Knights are 0-3. But take heart. It's
not their fault. In their two home
games they played well in the first
half and then let their opponents
grab the fastest lead you have ever
seen against the Fastest Growing
University. Why the second half?
Voodoo. UCF's marching band plays
at halftime. Just a coincience?
Maybe not. The band was forced to
beg for funds to get through the
year because the athletic department
refused to spare a couple thousand _
bucks from its windfall athletic fee.
What the band is doing, if anything,
to hex the Knights is unknown, but
Orlando Stadium cleanup crews
have found pin-riddled dolls strewn
about the band section that bear a
strong resemblance to athletic director Bill Peterson.
A MILLION OF 'EM: The GateCrashers, who were responsible-for
b.J.'.s Gate-Crashers! auction that
netted over $200,000 for the football
program last year, presented coach
Lou Saban·with a mock check for $1
milion last week, pledging to raise
that much over the next three years.
Thanks fellas, but you coud get
three years in the slammer for handing out bad checks. Hey, Lou, try
giving the check to the band. It
can't hurt... Speaking of a million
bucks, we still haven't filled our $1
million computer science eminent
scholar chair and we already have
funds pledged for another million
dollar marketing chair (one cynic
suggests that our next chair be an
electric one in honor of our neighbor,
Westinghouse). Let's not wait
forever to fill the marketing chair.
How about Clara Peller, the raspyvoiced octogenarian who does the
"Where's the beef?" commercials for
Wendy's? She looks like she could
use a rest in nice, comfortable chair.
Or how ~bqut the guy who sold all
those pet rocks at four bucks a pop
a few years back? A marketing
genius. Sign him up. Got any other
suggestions? Forward them to me in
care of The Future and the best (and
worst) ones wil be printed. The winner gets a mock check for a million
dollars.
NO BODIES? Lisa Birnbach,
author of The Preppy Handbook and
now Lisa Birnbach's College Book,
got in her digs against Rollins,
Florida, Miami, and Florida State.
According to Birnbach, Rollins is
the least political, Miami is. one of
the nation's best party schools, FSU
can claim Ted Bundy as an.alumnus
(not so, say .F SU officials), and
Florida students ''are comfortable
displaying their bodies.'' Well, Lisa,
excuuuuuuse us. We might not be
able to count any exhibitionist
murderers among our students, but
we're looking. You could have at
least put in a plug for our student
government. Woul-be politicians are
flocking here for training. The infighting, impeachments, and sex
scandals are just like real-life
politics.

TRUETT

V~ters deserve.what

they get

representative of this universiIf the recent student governty says we are in need of fun- ment elections are any · inding. But if 16,000 students dicator, UCF is in for some
demanded action could they tough political roads ahead.
refuse them? Alafaya Trail Student politics here, while
would. undoubtedly be four- often a hotbed of activity, relaned and lighted if a large stu- main obscure in the public eye.
dent contigent showed up at a II su~h is the case for the stucounty commission meeting dent government which it gives
and demanded 'it.
so much of its mo11ey directly,
Students target totally ir- then what kind of political
relevant grievances when they power can the UCF student
complain about the system's body wield on the local, state
shortcomings. Is it logical to and national arenas?
presume that there is not
It is ironic that the same
enough funding for classes students who so very often.
because of the athletic fee? Or complain about how their tqithat there is not enough tion money is spent neglect
classroom space because of the coming to vote when SG elecparking problem? Certainly tions come around. Less than
not. But I feel obligated to two thousand people bothered
point that out since most to vote this time.
students fail to recognize the
Even more embarassing is
real problem here.
the fact that only six seats
The Univer~ity of Central were contested and four seats
Florida and its student. popula- even lacked candidates.
tion are political wimps. ComStudent reactions like this
mon sense would. tell anyone typify the attitude of most
that 16,000 people can make a students here, and send a clear
·great deal o'f noise and form a message to the powers that
considerable voting block if be-we don't care. they ever · got their acts
What these students fail to
together. Instead we just col- realize is that "powers that be"
iectively pine away about this means those same powers who
fee and that, never once attack- wholly fail to adequately fund
ing the root of all our problems. this university, on the state
That root goes deepet than level especially.
any state or national politics.
Certainly Governor Graham,
It goes right down to the state legislature, and the
ourselves. We just never Board of Regents, are hardli
bother to wake up and get out intimidated or moved to imof bed.
mediate action when a
•,,a,·-,-------------------------1
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"These are the times that try
men's souls.... Tyranny, lik:_e hel~ is
not easily qonquered; yet we have
this consoultion with us, that the
harder the confiic_t, the greater the
triumph. What we obtain too cheap
we esteem too lightly. It is dearness
only that gives everything its
value. -Thomas Paine
Head coach Lou Saban must be
facing some trying times right now.
Everyday Saban must have to face
an incredible amount of pressure, so
much is expected of him. Our football team has yet to win a .game,
and the dissenters on campus, those
who would have the football program done away with, seem to be
waxing in the luxury of 'I told you
so.' The people who complained bitterly about the athletic fee have
taken up the argument with renewed
vigor, and most importantly, only a
This does not sound as if things
are proceeding as smoothly as anticipated. And yet I put forth the
modest proposal that our football
team is not only good, but being
coached competently and correctly:
Lou Saban is doing his job properly
and our football team is much, much
better than its record indicates.
Consider this: in the first game
against BCC, we outrushed our opponents 226 to 141, and we outpassed them 231 to 210. The difference
was 6 fumbles, 5 of them lost. Can
Saban be held responsible for someone dropping a ball? The second
game we clearly lost; Northeast
Louisiana beat us soundly in all
areas. But part of Saban's strategy
is for UCF to move up in the NCAA
(and in staus) to Division I. This · ·
means th_ere will be more such
defeats. In the third game against
Georgia Southern we outpassed our
opponents 368 to 207, but were out
rushed 345. to 92. Most significant
however was the fact that Georgia
Southern had not given up a passing
touchdown in the last 18 quarters or
five and one half games. UCF scored
three passing touchdowns. The difference in this game was five interceptions. Can Saban be held
r~sponsible for a ball being picked
off?
J

•
•

Saban has the skill, drive,
knowledge, and experience that it
takes to put together a successful
program. What he.lacks is our support. In these trying times the faculty and stuaents :Qeed to face the fact
that the athletic fee and the football
team 'a re here to stay. We need to

Pamela Glmson

unite behind Saban and the team,
supporting them even when they
Business Manager
lose. And when the day comes that
Robert B. Molpus
our football team wears the mantle
Production Manager of respect that accompanies a winnJeff .Glick
ing team, then those who supported
Art Director
the program from the beginning as
Kevin E. Kelley
well as Saban will be able to savor
Advertising Manage the triumph all the more sw~etly.

Letters lo l he editor must be typed a •Id must Include the author's signature, major and phone number. All letters are subject to editing and become the copyrighted property of The Future. If just cause Is shown, lhe writer's name will be
withheld upon request.
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Organized
rip·off
Editor:
I would like to take a few minutes to congratulate
you on the insight shown in your editorial" 'Have
money ·will travel' wrong approach to fee use,'' that
ran in last week's Future.
You describe the situation where a group appearing in numbers to the Student Senate was granted
nearly $1,000 to travel to a convention. While I
understand that travelling groups represent their
organizations and colleges at such conventions, it
would be nice to see the people who recieve the
most benefit from the travel-namely those going
on the trip-make a significant, if not total, contribution for the trip.
As you also pointed out, it is not just travel that
represents what I feel is improper allocation of my
Activity and Service fees. What some students,

Activity and Service fees should be used only for
registration costs of such conventions·.
Large contingencies from fraternities . and
sororities on campus annually attend national conventions without recieving any monetary support
from Student Government. Such should be an example to the r~st of the campus con;ununity.
Clubs must also realize that there is only so much
money to go around. If SG were to give everyone
the amount of money that they request, we would
all end up paying for it in higher tuition by being
assessed a larger Activity and Service fee.
It is high time the student organizations lok at
the fact that what is good for the student body
should be good for their organization, rather than
what is good for the organization is good for the
student body.
For these reasons, I thank you for your
refreshing editorial.

LETTERS
and apparently some senators, fail to recognize is
the fact that all students of all colleges and all student organizations should recieye equal benefit
from Activity and Service fees. Such is clearly not
the case when members of organizations appear in
large numbers to recieve funding by a senate bill, or
through Activity and _Service fee budget. Where
are all these students when the senate conducts its
day to day business?
W:hat is particularly interesting is the questio1~ of
how organizations that represent colleges can
recieve such a great deal of funding and still make
appeals for more money through senate bill.
What I _suggest is that organizations who appeal
for such funding should be expected to contribute
for more than half of their travel expenses. In fact,

Dave Kiser
Arts and Sciences
Former Senate Pro Tempore

by Carl McKnight

Spanky

•
•

•

BIANCHI LOTUS BATTAGLIN DIAMONDBACK
5% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS
ON ALL ACCESSORIES
WE CATER TO AND SERVICE THE BEGINNER
TRIATHLETE AND LICENSED RIDER
. CUSTOM WHEELS ARE OUR
SPECIALITY .
THE FIT KIT
WILL ADJUST YOUR BIKE AND CLEATS
TO YOUR ANATOMY.

TOWNSHIP PLAZA 960 W. S.R. 434
LONGWOOD-NEXT TO PICK. AND SAVE

. OPENED 10-8 Mon.-Fri. 11-6 Sat.

.

339-5404 LOOKING FOR TEAM FOR 24 HR. RACE

CHART YOUR OWN COURSE
You can't ask for better
navigator training than you can
get from the United States Air
Force. And you can't be b1?tter
prepared to chart your O':V~
course for the futurl:.' than
through A ir Force ROTC.
If you're a young person _who
can qualify for navigator training. you·ve got a good start. You
can also compete for a cholarship that will provide financial
as ·istance while you work on
your degree.

., _ ...:·:i

. ~·"'

- ~'-~::~~-,~.·_'t~
·.

:

·::

After commis sioning. your
top -notch training will continu"e
at Mather Air Force Base near
Sacramento. where Air Force
navigators are trained in the .
ultra -modem T-43 jet aircraft.
Following 33 weeks of intensive training. you.}L.be awarded
the silver wings of an A ir Force
navigator. From there on. the
sky's the limit.
Find out about AFROTC and
the navigator program. Chart a
secure fu ture for yourself.
CONT ACT: Captain Mark Coyne
Fine Arts Bldg.,Rm. 214
275·2264

Classified
for sal.e

for rent

Computer for sale. Almost new
Atari l 200XL , Percom disk drive,
850 Interface. Basic and
assembly languages, games and
joysticks. All for 5600. Please call
657-9502.

Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
5450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.

Atari 2600 for sale. Comes with
two joystick controllers, AC power
adapter, TYIGame switch box
(with twin lead wires) and three
cartridges. For more information,
please call 275-6213.
1979 Trans Am, black and gold
'Bandit' Edition. V-8, automatic, air,
new Goodyear radials, scanner
stereo, exel. condition. An eye
catcher! 55500 firm. 282-7682.
Twin bed. Good condition. 550.
Call eves. 5-8. 896-8443.
Is it true you can buy surplus jeeps
for $44? Get the facts today! Hurry!
Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 689.
1978 Yamaha 750 SP. Fairing side
case AMtFM. Ex. condition. Must
sell. Recent work. 51100 o.b.o.
628-5867. Must see.
Extra 1n1ice, clean colored vinyl
club chair on rollers $80. 35 x 35
wall mirror 520; 671-0980.

roommate
Roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm/2 bath. furn. $212, or split
room with another girl for 5106
each plus utilities. Female, nonsmoker. Forest Highlands, 1 mile
from ca·mpus. Call Tricha
275-2676, 886-1336, or 656-3330.
Wanted! 2 roommates for 3 bdrm.
apt. to share expenses. Responsible, considerate, mature, nonsmoking. Call evenings after 6:30.
282-2609. Female.
Six miles from campus, room of
your own w/key lock and private ·
bath, 5260 per mo. or 565 per
week. Kitchen and laundry
privileges, 2 quiet roommates,
pool, ride to UCF available. Call
657-6957.
Roommate wanted to share 3
bed. 2 bath. home In Winter Park.
5235/mo. plus utll. Day 660-1984.
Ask for Martha.
Roommate Referral Service. Call
Caryl Stevens, Cambridge Circle
Property Manager at 277-0493.
Realtor Assoclates-Attw-oodPhllllps.
Female to share 3 bd/l 1/2 bth
with 2 other females. $125/mo. plus
1/3 utll. Non-smoker. South
Goldenrod Rd. 646-5651. M-F.
Female to share luxury VIiia home.
Private bath, washr., dryr., pool.
5350/mo. Includes all. Plus 5150
deposit. 275-8333 or 282-1173. Ask
for Calla.
Male tq share luxury 4 bed, 3 l /2
bath home on Maitland chain ·of
lakes. Share with 2 males. Own
bedroom, bath, kitchen, living
room. Microwave, washer, dryer,
huge Florida room with wet bar,
central grill. Boat dock. 5400/mo.
plus 1/3 utll. 660-6834 Randy work,
628-9508 eves.

Single furnished room includes·
utilities and laundry. Share bath
and kitchen. 5225 per month.
275-1759.

SEPTEMBER 21, 1984
Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours, good starting pay. Must have car and
phone. Call 671-7463.
Part time photographers needed.
No experience necessary. Must
work some weekends, and own 35
mm. camera. Call 657-9110.
Wanted part time delivery boy.
Apply in person. 11654 East Colonial. Casa Mia Ristorante.

Need an apartment? 2 bedroom,
2 bath duplex 1.5 miles from campus in University Hills. Rent
negotiable! Call 282-3314 eves.
For Rent. New 1,2, and 3 bdrm.
patio villas with 2 car garages. E.
Colonial at East-West Expr.essway.
282-3275.

·typists
TYPISTS NEEDED
Can you type? Are you good with
grammar? Do you need extra
cash? Call WORDMASTERS at
277-3980.
-

New duplex. Two bedroom/two
bath, garage/patio. Bonneville Dr.
5400 per month/no lease. Phone
671-4480. 2 miles from UCF.

help wanted
ASST. MGR. Looking for highly
motivated, career minded individual with retail experience-to
fill Assistant Manager opening.
Must be willing to .work flexible
hours. Starting salary 560.0/mo.
Yearly bonus. Apply to Jackson's
Gifts/Colonial Plaza Mall.
Dental receptionist for Longwood
Office. Mature person w/some
dental office experience preferred.· Excellent job for working student. 834-0000.

Travel! Freel Travel!
Earn high commissions and
FREE trips promoting Winter
and Spring Break ski and
sun trips. Sunchase Tours Campus
Rep. positions available.
Call Toll Free
800-321-5911
Help wanted. Part or full time. Flexible hours. Doy and night shifts. No
exp. needed. 3.50/hr. start-3.75 In
3 wks. .25 more for night shift. sunny Waterbeds and Accessories
Inc. Call 339-4327.
Bar maid/cocktail waitress.
AMIPM. Time Out Lounge, Quality
Inn Univ. 11731 Colonial Dr. Orlando. Apply In persqn. Tim Seay.

RETAIL SALES. Colonial Plaza Mall
retail gift shop looking for mature
individuals to fill full and part time
sales associate positions. Apply in
person to Jackson's Gifts.

Free cover letter with resume

Call 275·2865

510.00
A professionally typed resume
can make a difference; your
choice of white or ·ivory paper,
black, brown, blue ink. We can put
a package together to suit your
needs. Call Pat at Hard Copy Typ- ·
ing and Word Processing Service.
275-5185.

Advertise in
. Florida's #1
Collegiate
Newspaper

QWERTY INC, LTD.

A word processing service- for
fast, accurate, professional typ·
Ing · of term papers, reports,
thesis, resumes. Mulll·prlnt sizes,
styles. Spelllng checker. Pick-up
and delivery.
Call after 6 p.m.788·9097

AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced manuscript typist! Call
Bea at 678-1386. Literary editing
available.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING~
Typing-Word Processing-Fast Ser-

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE
Townhouses at CAmbrldge Circle.
2 bdrm. 2 1/2 bath from 5415 per
month. 4 students would spend
and average of 5140 per month
Including utilities. Phone Caryl
Stevens. Attwood-Phillps property
manager at 277-0493.

GRADUATION SPECIAL

Guaranteed 100% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness. · We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywriters and AB Dick Magna
SL word-processors. We have 14
~mployees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night ·and same
day service available.
·c;ALL 651-0079 or 671-3007.
Call "Q.T."-Quality Typing. Fast, accurate and reasonable. Exper. in
all work. UCF empl. l mi. away.
After 6 p.m. Marti 365-6874.

F
R
E
E

WORDMASTERS

"The overnight cure for
the term ~per blues"

E
E
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u

F
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FAST
E
DEPENDABLE
L
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE I

v

P

277-3980

E
R

WORDMASTERS

Y

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Fulltime. Term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.
NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy & professional
results using state-of-the-art word
processing equipment. Term
papers, reports, resumes, cover
letters, etc. 3 miles from UCF. Pick
up and delivery available to campus. Call Pat at Hard Copy Typing
and Word Processing Service.
. 275-5185.
Prof.
typing/translations
(Eng.-Span.) 20 yrs. exp. Foreign
elements typewriter. Fast, quality
work. Call Annie 282-2161.

GOVERNMENT JOBS
Sl 6,559-50,553/year.
Now hiring. Your area.
Call l-805:687-6000 ext. R-4628.

RESUMES
Deslgnecl{Typed-65 7-00 79.

Park Avenue Club floormen and
doormen needed. Apply within
_Monday thru Friday, 1:00 to 4:00
p.m. 4315 N. Orange Blossom Trail.

CRAWFORD TYPING SERVICES
Fast-Accurate-Reasonable. All
types of work. Large job discount.
Resumes $4. Near UCF. 282-0269
after 6 p.m.

vice. Accurate and dependable • • • • • • • • • • • • •
al reasonable rates. Close to .
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

services

Certified mechanic available by
appointment or in emergency
situation. Work guaranteed.
Reasonable price. Call 677-0868.

·wanted
Lightweight bike. Less than 25 lbs.
and 2d>". 859-6699.

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
Individual counceling. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just-off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Daily/Sat. a.m. Call
425-8989.

Baseball and other sport and nonsport cards wanted to buy. Call
Lane at 365-3385.

1--------------t

lost and found

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

LOST: Divers mask, fins, snorkel
near showers at Lake Claire.
Reward. Contact 27 3-4612 after 5
p.m.

person·a1

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS-ABORTION
SERVICES: Low-cost Birth Control
Services. Privacy, confidentiality
guaranteed. Guest speakers
available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, l block south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or long
distance
call
free
1-800-432-8517.

How about a date? Fun, intelligent,
handsome male grad. student, 25,
new to area, seeks female for
friendship. Interests include
beach, movies, skydiving, new
wave music, dining out. Send
description/phone number to
Suite 112, 1175 N. Orlando Ave:,
Winter Park, Fla. 32789.

GAYLA: The abuse you subject
your so called "friends" to is what
causes them to treat you as they
do.
What I choose to do is my
business and no one ~lse's,
whether it be staying out until
4:00 a.m. or befriending a particular person ..
Your irrational behavior served
only to confirm my reasons for not
confiding in you.

Individual Confidential Counseling
, Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER ,PARK
Wanted: Three elegible female
practical jokers to help us make it
through the semester. Applicants ~ TOLL fREE 8~0-432-5249 /.
should have a good sense of
ORLANDO 8t WINTER PARK /•~
humor, be outgoing, intelligent, ~
and love cherry pie. If there is ~·~ CHAMBER OF COMMERCE A.~
anyone out there, please call!I We t~~ PHYSICIAN MANAGED ~~~
hope you're cute. We're BMOC, ~~~~ . ESTABLISHED 1973 ~~
MOC, and BOC. Call 277-9975 ?~ ~~=~:
~~~t~~
·~'-~~~ • ~: .
':k ·- · "::f;~"°i~
after 7:00 p.m. ·Ask for us! I
. F-~~f!}I'- tS!i.a.: . ~,.. 1;1.if/I;$ ~~~.~

628-0405

ftt:;t~i;~-~~
.....,,":'~;i<l.~-:.;:~~r~'};·
y~~~**·~'%$ '
_:.'<.~'
I

Dead line:

Monday at 5:00 p .r11

•1

Student Rate: 50 cents per line

"

•
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Anierica through Russian eyes
-

"The U.S. media does not mention or present information about the people of the U.S.S.R. They
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
restrict themselves to the negative policies of the
Soviet government, or they hunt for the sensaFew people have had the opportunity to live in tional,'' she explained.
One of the major is.sues today is the American
both the Soviet Union and the United States;
Soviet citizen Nina Efimov, of UCF's Foreign education system. We frequently hear · stories
Language Dept. has been in America since 1982 about high school graduates who cannot read or
and has had the opportunity to 'compare lifestyles write. But how does it stack up to the Russian
system?
of both nations.
"I do not have a high opinion of the U.S. school
Efimov, born and raised in Moscow, attended the
University of Moscow and then received a five year system. It is not fair that some public schools are
scholarship to study in Bucharest, Romania. It was superior to others. Also, schools ghould require
in Romania that she received her master's degree in more rigorous course loads and require more
foreign language classes,'' Efimov said.
Russian and Romanian languages.
Some of the things about our society Efimov
After marrying and living in Romania for a
number of years, but having trouble finding a job feel~ that could stand an improvement is pur care
because she was Russian, Efimov and her husband for older people. Universities do not have enough
moved to the United States. She was able to leave government support and ''the U.S. medical system
Romania because Russian citizens there are is like a Mafia-most doctors just care about the
granted free travel.
. money. In Europe. it is not like tbis; the governIt was hard for Efimov to adjust to the American . ment helps a great deal with expenses," she said.
Americans, in general, do not have a very high
way of life: "To begin with I did not know how to
opi:riion
of the Soviet Union. E fimov blames this on
speak English: I did not know -how to drive, and I
the
media
but is quick to offer that "the average
did not have a job. Life in America can be very comRussian
really
does like the average American;
fortable, but you need to be in the society with a
they
realize
that
Russian propaganda is just
job. Otherwise, life can be very difficult. Fortunatethat-propaganda-and
is false."
ly, people from UCF were very supportive, especialNow
that
E
fimov
is
out·
of the Soviet Union she is
ly Dr. Barsch, Dr. Payas, and Dr. Miller."
Nina Efimov is in her first year at UCF teaching
able
to
speak
more
freely
about it, and does not
Efimov' s first reaction to Orlando was the fact .
the
Russian language.
that it is not as crowded as a Russian city. "I had hesitate to point out some of its failings. "Most imthe feeling that -the city was abandoned due to the portantly is that Russians cannot live free. The Efimov said, "I can teach my students what I
lack of pedestrians. It was like a world of cars all government is very strong. You feel that someone want; I am not checked up upon by the KGB and I
rushing around on their individual pursuits,'' she is always watching over your back. If you do not enjoy teaching very much."
Efimov misses her family and friends very much.
· said. "In Russia, most people do not have cars, and, follow party doctrine, you can be blackmarked permanently. Through this, the government can make "'People communicate more and friendships are
~ of course, walk.''
strong~r there. It seems people here are mor.e lonely
The A;rnerican media does not paint a very fair it impossible to find a job,'' she explained.
picture of the Soviet Union, according to Efimov. · "~ am really happy to be in this country," and very busy."

by Ted Young

Elevator life has its ups and downs
walking. I have been extremely p,atient with it, keeping my sense of
humor intact when I was taken toeach and every floor when all I
wanted was to get to the first floor. I
figured, hey, it's always interesting to
stop and see what the guys on the -second floor are trying to pry out of the
microwave.

123456789

r;i

L:J

Jeff Glick/Future

getting up at 5 a.m. to make myself
sweat along the UCF Physical
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
Fitness Trail.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - It's only natural that I would
rather wait five minutes for the
elevator to arrive than walk up three
Are you one of those people who,
flights of stairs to my dorm room.
like me, doesn't see what the big thrill
is in physical exercise? I mean, my however, the elevator in Seminole
idea of fun definitely does not lie in Hall seems determined to get me

by Stacie Sclarrlno

a relatively new experience for me.
Then, as if that wasn't enough, it
started a new trick of starting to close
its doors and then jerking them open
again, then finaly closing for real.

Our _elevator has always had many
assorted · creaks nd groans from the
first day that I got here, but they
never seemed to bother anyone too
I've also kept my cool during t4ose much. at least when we could hear it
incredibly long intervals that elapse we could tel) that it was on its way.
between the time you get in the After all, they say that the most
elevator and push the button and the dang~rous bomb is the one that you
time it ta~es for the door to close, and can't hear.
Today was the worst yet, though. I
then the time before it starts its long
jour~ey down. I figured at least I _ casually strolled over and pushed the
wouldn't feel pressured into moving . down button, naively assuming that
quickly, which is borderline exercise. Old Faithful was on its way. After
Also, I've met a lot of new people about three minutes, which is about
while waiting for those doors to close. the usual time it takes. to arrive, I
I mean misery loves company, right? pushed the button agam. Before I
could lower my hand, I was startled
I was upset when I realized that I'd by a loud thua.
As I stood there, it continued to
have to walk down the stairs after
midnight, but I attributed to one of grow louder. It sounded like it was
our elevator's charming little idiosyn- coming from the fourth floor, so I
crasies that it will take you up, but pushed the up button, thinking it
not down, after midnight. I decided it might help somehow. This time the
was probably only a small price to thuds caused the floor to vibrate, so I
pay for wandering around at 3:30 a.m. gave up and trudged down the stairs,
instead of studying or sleeping. I still hearing the elevator behind me.
thought that maybe the elevator was
I'm going to have to go back to the
trying to tell me something.
dorm in a little while, and I'm drea·
Lately, however, things seem to diong it. I don't want to give up the
have changed with our elevator. faith, but I have the sinking feeling
Several times last week it totally ig- thatl 'M going to be doing a lot of unnored all my pleas for help, actually wanted exercising in the days to
forcing me to walk in broad daylight, come.
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Wilder shines in 'Woman in Red' ·
by Beth Carran
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Be prepared for fun when
you set out to see "The
Woman in Red. '' This is the
delightful, frolicking tale of
Teddy Pierce, a mild-mannered, happily married, rather
ordinary man. Teddy is competently played by none other
than our favorite, Gene
Wilder, as always at his
laughable, loveable best.
Teddy is content to lead a
rather mundane, quiet,
uneventful life ... content, that

. is, until one day, in a parking
garage, he catches a glimpse
of Kelly LeBroc. A flash of
red, a sensual impromptu
dance - and poor Teddy is a
goner. From that moment on,
he is obsessed with his fantasy of the Woman in Red. He'
will stop at nothing to meet
her, to impress her, and (he
hopes) to woo her.
Teddy'$ uncomplicated life
quickly deteriorates into ·a
tangle of lies, ·excuses, and
alibis ... and our hero · is obviously not accomplished at
any of the above. Neither, we
- find, is he accemplished at
many other things, in par-

ticular the fine art of being in · not knowing what he could
the right place at the right possibly have done to protime.
v o ke such vengeance.
Teddy can't allow himself
To add to the chaos his life
has become, Teddy has unwit- to be distracted for long,
tingly incurred the righteous however, from the fervent
anger of no less formidable an pursuit of his fantasy. _But,
opponent than Gilda Radner. ah... · are fantasies always
The part must have been writ- what they seem.?
Great yourself and find out!
ten with Radner in mind - it
is the perfect vehicle for her I guarantee you won't fall
special brand of dynamic, er- asleep as you enjoy the
superb acting by this cast of
ratic charm.
Although the viewer would favorites. As a special plus, of
very much like to see even course, are songs by the
more of her, Teddy in no way multi-talented, imcomshares this sentiment. He parable Stevie Wonder
spends a good part of the · himself - they alone would
movie trying to escape her ire, make the movie worth seeing.

CHILD ABUSERS
ARE MORE
HELPLESS THAN
THEIR CHILDREN.
Most child abusers arc
truly unable to help
themselves . They were
abused while growing
up. ·o they've lear!]ed
no other way to raise
their own children. Because rhey are ·o helpless about raising their
own children. child
abuser are as much the
victim s of a vicious
cy c le a the children
they abuse . Yet child
abuser can be helped .

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY

TRADITION. WRITE:

•

Nation al Com mittee for
Preventi on o f Child Abuse.
Box 2866. Chicago. Ill 60690

r.t:'I

A Publ ic Serv ice o f This Newspaper
& The Adve r1 1s1ng Council ~S

NEGLECT
CAN KILL,100.

IT JUST TAKES
A UTILE LONGER.
Child abuse in most minds is
~\"llllll\JllllllS wi1h h;111ered chilliren. i3u1 1he awfu l fact is tha t
thousands of rarents an: abusing their children h> lcavmg ·
them alone. It's called neglc<.:l.
and it can mean a luck or love
as well as a lack of food. clo thing and shdter. And just as in
the other forms nf child abuscrhysical..scxual and emotin nal
-it cc111 and lll"tcn dnes resul t
in death. Each vcar one mil lion
childn:n feel th~ r ain of chi ld
abu~ nccdh::sslv. cclllcsslv
hccausc it can he prcvc111cJ if
you hei r .

•

Abused children are
helpless.
Unless you help.
Write: National Comrninee ror
Prevention of Child Abuse.
Box 2866.,Chicago. Ill. EJ?690
A P~bloc Service bf This New spaper
& The Advertising Co un cil ~,.:~!

f'!"9'I

•

•
•
•

FLORIDA
JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
DIRECTORY
DETAILS ON
300 OF FLORIDA'S
LARGEST
EMPLOYERS
AVAILABLE

NOW
IN UCF

•

•

,

,

BOOKSTORE

•
•
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Script hurts 'Ninja-III'
Japanese man trying to contact the spirit in the girl, one
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
has the distinct feeling of deja
vu. this scene is extremely
similar to Linda Blair's
possession
in The Ex.orcist.
With the summer's light
movie fare gone, it's time for
the fall and its release of the
more serious and dramatic
From the science fiction
films of the year. Or is it? Nin- mode, the film m~es use of
ja III The Domination ·is - spacey special effects. Closets
about ayoung woman named and kitchen cabinets in
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiii-~ Chris (Lucinda Dickey) who Chris's apartment give off
occassionally
becomes i brig~t white lights and
p9ssessed by the spirit of a disperse fog. A video gaJlle
Black Ninja, an evil Japanese sends out colored light beams
assassain. The Black Ninfa that look like they came out
DIVISION OF GRAMMEL CORPORATION
spirit possesses her in order of Star Wars.
to take revenge upon his
murderers, a_ group of
policemel}
who acted in the
But there are martial ar.ts
FREE .DELIVERY
line of duty. In the meantime, in this film. Instead of being a
PIZZA & BEER TO YOUR DOOR
a good Japanese Ninja is sear- two liour "kick' em in the
UNION PARK • UCF AREA
ching for the woman. He face" movie, the battles are
12 INCH
16 INCH
wants to make the Black Nin- interspersed throughout the
8 SLICES 12 SLICES
ja spirit end his possessions whole film, with the Black
CHEESE ONLY
5.00
7.00
of the girl and return the Ninja trying to escape liis
EACH ADDITIONAL
spirit back to his own body. would-be murderers. The
1.00
TOPPING
•75
Then he may fight the Black Black Ninja kills more people
PIZZA DELUXE
Ninja on his own terms. in the first fifteen minutes of
5 Items for Price of 4
8.00
11.00
this movie than Clint
PIZZA SUPER
Eastwood's Dirty Harry pro·10 Items f0r Price of 6. 9.50
13.00
From the advertis~ments of ~ably ever will in a lifetime.
·
Ninja
III one would expect to
1
: $1!'00 OFF
Expires 10/7/84 1
see a martial arts film. Well,
:
THICK CRUST
:
Ninja III is a martial arts
'Compared to most other
I
THIS AD WORTH Sl .00 OFF ANY THICK I
film-of sorts. The story bQr· martial arts films, this one is
CRUST PIZZA, ONE ITEM OR MORE
I .
I
rows ideas from other ·types better than average. Lucinda
~- - ·- _o~~c~~~~~ __ ._ _ --..!
of film genres like horror and Dickey gives a fairly good
- 9430 E. Golonial Dr. (Y2 Mile East of E/W Expwy.)
science fiction movies. performance as does ·Jordan
HOURS: SUN.-THURS. 4:30 P.M.-1 :00 A.M. FRl.-SAT. 4:30 P M.-2:00 A.M.
While watching an old Bennett who plays her
by Suanne Boem

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.

...

ROADRUNNER
.
a

policeman-boyfriend. Most of
the supporting cast is also
fine.

The cinematography is
some of the best I've seen for
this film genre. One standout
sequence is the interior of the
Japanese exorcist's shop.
With most of these shots lit
low-key in reddish light, the
details in this scene are very
good.

PIZZA. /;;;

277·77·77

r---------------------1 -

Th~re is one thing however
that hurts the film--the script.
Some of the dialogue and
situations make you . laugh
out loud. In the beginning
and middle of the film these
faults occur occassionally.
But as the movie moves
toward its end, they become
more
pronounced.
Ninja III tries hard to be
better-than-average martial
arts film but its script hurts
its attempts. This film is by
no means the worst I've ever
seen but to recommend that
you spend four dollars to see
it is another matter entirely.
If you just adore martial arts
films or are just bored one
afternoon, you might want to
chance it'at the less expensive
matinee showing.

S.E.P.S.
Student Escort Patrol Servic.e·

At least 6 people are on duty every night to
_. help make your nights _on the · UCF campus
safe· ones. _~Call X-2424 to have your personal
escort take .YOU to your car or dorm, or
possibly to another building on · campus.

UCF

~olice

Department

•
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Cambridge .Circle
. Save Your POrents Money...
Live In A New Townhome For Them
--4 ..
.

./

,/

•

•

.. : Patio · ·.

Your parents really can save money
with your help. We can help you
show. them how. ·

Bedroom ·
13• •

n•

•
.

Only 52,_5 00 Down Payment ·

.

-

Only 51,000 Deposit with Contract

•

We Pay Closing Costs

Living ·Roon•
1? 0 •15°

Bedr0om
13•. 11•

Over 55,000 Tax Write-Off ·

-

.

Save 52,000, Contract before 10/15/84

·;. ·.

..

·...

Immediate Occupancy Available

.
SECOND FLOOR ·

GROUND FLOOR

•
Standard Features
Dishwasher, Rang.e, Microwave
Refridgerator, Washer, Dryer
Alarm System, Drapes & more.

University Blvd.

•

A .few new .units are still available for rent,
for information on units or roommates call
Caryl Stevens 277-0493 .

•

· UCF
Ci

...

>< jca

Ci

S.R. 50
All closing costs included but limited
to 3 total mortgage points.
Estimated tax write-off after 1st
12 months of ownership.

•

RENTALS .AVAILABLE NOW

·c

Cambridge· Circle

•

_

•

Sales Information CallJohn Nauman or David Parker
' (305) 273-0990
Advantage Development

•

•

Corpora~ion

•

Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri
Weekends by
Appointment
•
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CLASSESF<?RMING

NOW

LSAT OCT. 7th
GRE OCT. 15th
. MCAT - DAT
vAT

n1t. •-H

(,~~
•

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:

.

MPIJIN2238
EDUCATIONAL

678-8400

WINTERWOODS ILVD

CENTER

32792

SAN JOSE EXEC. CENTER
TEST PREPARllJlON SPECIALISTS SNCE 1938 WINTER PARK, FL

!" New York State

Stanley H Kaplan Educat1onal Center Ltd

.

East Colonial Pharmacy
9446 E. Colonlal Drive

Phone 281-4777

"Acrosa from Dade Savinga and Freedom Bank"

Each week the in the leisure section, the official Future,/Miller Beer/Nite Rock trivia
quiz will appear. The quiz features questions
of all topics, most however are irrelevent 'in
nature. Carl McKnight, who is the campus
representive for Miller Brewing, Richard
Truett, who is the leisure editor, and anyone .
else who staggers in to the office will be
responsible for the questions.
The questions are chosen completely at
random and with reckless disregard for logic
and good taste. Students, faculty, and staff
are welcome to participate. Prizes will vary
from off-color objects like whoopee cushions
and plastic vomit to pitchers of beer, T-

shirts, and Miller beer hats.
All answers must be written legibly and
delivered to the Future office no later than .
Wednesday at noon. In the event of a tie, the
entry submitted first will win. Only one entry
per person is allowed. Those who have a passion for existential metaphysics or can relate
the poetry of William Butler Yeates to an effective hygene program should be consistent
winners. Anyone who shows up at the Future
with an answer form, wearing a pinwheel hat
and moth eaten clothes will be automatically
disquaEfied, as will anyone wearing heart
shap.:id sunglasses and a Nazi helmet.

Next to Checker Gaa

HIGH

U~·.

NITE ROCK ·

Nite Rock-Miller Beer Trivia Quiz

•

WE WILL SAVE
YOU MONEY

1. Who was the last man executed for bestiality?
2. Which one of the Monkees released two solo albums before joining the band?
3. What is the Washington monument capped with?
4. What band appeared on TV five days a week on·the show Where The Action Is?
This week's prize for answering the most questions correctly will be one P.itcher of beer
from the Knight's Den, one Nite Rock T-shirt, one Miller Beer key chain, and a Miller Beer
hat. In case of a tie, a drawing will be held. Entries must be in the Future editorial office
by 4 p.m. next Tuesday. This contest is sponsored by Nite Rock and Mi.lier Brewing
Company. ·

We Can Transfer Refills For You

•

SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT EASY TO DRIVE!
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

1984

Thunderbird
Turbo Coup·e

COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DR·IVE

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR
NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

SALES &
SERVICE

FREE:
Extended Service Plan
Tne F'ord Extended Service Plan is acontract be1ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
agai nst unexpected repair costs on an extensive list
of rr aiorcomponents, and lets you drive with peace of
mu:id

24 MONTH
or ·
24,000 MILE
·Maxim·um Coverage ·Plan
•
•
•
•

COMPU;TE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER .
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Ferns provide gentle greenery
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Of all the plants people like to pot and hang
around the house, the fern is one of the more
popular types. These plants are rather ver·
satile as to their uses and relatively easy to
care for. They also come in many shapes and
varieties.
The fern can be grown inside or out;
however, most ferns prefer indoors because of
the filtered light source. Many ferns can
found in areas resembling forest if you're
looking for a plant from a natural setting, and
many local nurseries and plant stores carry a
variety of ferns as well.
Some of the easiest ferns to grow are the
squirrel and rabbit's foot ferns. These two
ferns have lacy fronds sprouting out from a
long hairy rhizome which branches out along
the ground or growing surface. It is from the
shape and hairiness of the rhizomes that
these ferns get their names. These two ferns
could be very content growing on a slab of
bark or porous rock.
_
Another popular type of fern is,the mighty
staghorn fern. This is a tropical epiphyte
with two very distinct types of fronds grow·
ing out of it. The first and foremost is the
large kidney shaped frond which forms the
base for the plant it also acts · as a water
resovoir. As the plant matures these fronds
turn brown and rot away leaving room for
new growth. The other type of frond is a
fresh, green, somewhat hairy forklike branch,
resembli;ng the horns of a stag, hence the

of an abused child
can stay with us
all his life.

name.
In the wild the staghorn fern can be seen
growing on the trunk of a tree. However, this
fern is not parasitic in nature. It likes to grow
on wood or any other bark- like substance.
The fern holds up particularly well indoors or
National Committee for
out as long as it has a rather humid at·
Prevention of Child Abuse
mosphere to thrive in. This is also a relatively
easy plant to care for- a little water misting,
a t-ad of filtered light with an occassional
to the heart of the problem.
feeding an it will be a hap:ror-grow- lucky Help us
Write: Prevent Child Abuse, Box 2866, Chicago, Illinois 60690rm
plant.
~
The growing medium for ferns must con·
A Public Service of This Newspaper &The Advertising Council. ~
tgain large amounts of rich organic matter,
such as peat moss, humus or compost. These
materials not only provide a good ·natural
base for the plant, but it also provides many
of the necessary nutrients that th~ plants
need for healthy development and dampness.
There are many commercial mixes available,
\mt some do not contain the proper materials
for aeration; which is necessary to avoid ·rot·
ting the plant itself. It would be a good idea
Desks S49-Sl29
to add a small portion of vermiculite or
Chests S30-S99
perlite to whatever medium you choose to
plant the .fern in.
1.amps Brass $14.99
339·6754
As far as fertilizing the fern goes, it is not a
Tables
1320
Hwy.
436, Alt. Springs
total necessity for the first two or three mon~
Plants Live
mi.
W.
of
17-92,
between
ths for a newly planted fern. The best type of
Wicker
Basket
·
Hallmark
&
Uncle
Jones
fertilizer to use is liquid fertilizer, which is
rich in fish emulsion and bone meal. This
keeps the plant green and healthy. It is im- fjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
portant to remember to start the feedings off 11
as a weak mixture and increase the strength
slowly with each r~gular feeding. When it appears as though the plant is going dormant,
cease all feedings.
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The hiqhly successful
calf:r 1uar is back for it's
3rd year.
With some- of
the hottest attractions in '
the area it's easy to see
why.
Applicalions are
now available, d ea dline
September 29.
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If ~e ac:ademic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
"'?th a nch and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of seven deliciously
different flavors from Ire wi'eae ., ; ~·•·mi;.-.new ;...,_Mii)M11i! :ti

General Foods
International Coffees. L
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CE ERAL FOODS " I TER ATIO AL COFFEES.
A MUCH A FEEL! CASA FLAVOR.

ls funded through the Actlvtttes and SerVlci>

Available at:

University Bookstore

GENERAL FOODS

r. t 984 General Foods Corporauon
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Cookies hit big
used-they must be handscoooped onto cookie sheets.
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
The cookies are frozen immediately after baking t~ en·
.\
fl avor and
Just when we thought the sure . optimum
day of the American en- freshness, then packed in Ziptrepreneur who starts out Loc bags inside plain white
small and "makes the big bakery
boxes~
time" had met the same fate
Twelve
equallyas dinosaurs and yo-yos, scrumptious varieties are
along comes a new inspira- . available- Chocolate Chip
tion; right here in our own fair with Walnuts, Oatmeal with
Raisins and Walnuts, Peanut
city!
Becky McCammon, better Butter, Chocolate Cherry,
known as "Mom," began bak- Sandies with Chocolate
ing soft, chewy cookies in her Chips, Fudge Supremes,
own kitchen in 1980, inten- Sara's Butterscotch Fudge'
ding only to supplement her Supremes, Chocolate Peanut
family income. It wasn'flong, Butter Chjp, Chocolate Chip,
however, until high demand Chocolate Chunk, and
necessitated a move to a Macadamia Nut. Whew!
nm Barto/Future
church kitchen, then to a
Bruce Springsteen is the only singer ever to grace the covers of both Time and Newsweek
small commercial bakery in a
The childish scrawl you will simultaneously. He is an artist.
converted garage behind the find on tlie boxes, by the way,
McCammon home. Finally, i~ that of McCammon's oldest
the bakery was moved into a daughter, Amanda, who, at
ingsteen was born in the dull, positions; his, answers 8.fe
modern building with 12,300 the age of ·six, unwittingly
drab industrialized part · o·f relevant today.
square feet of office and created the logo when she by Tim Kip
New Jers~y,where ·· it is
In all of SprJngsteen's
ba.k ery
space. wrote "Mom's Best Cookies" SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
that
the
thieves
who
rumored
album
he assumes the role of
Although production has on a white box. McCammon
that
part
of
steal
hubcaps
in
the
underdog
fighting his way
I wasn't always a Bruce
increased dramatically, the . and her husband Don, who
the
state
don't
even
wait
for
.
up
through
the
social system.
ingredients-all natural and are both involved in the Springsteen fanatic; in my
the
car
to
stop.
Springsteen
is
a refreshing
top quality-are still added by business-she as chairman and earlier, l~ss informed years, I
In
Springsteen's
formative
pleasure
to
listen
to. He is
hand. These include such he as president-juggle their · rocked to the sound of a
60
s)
the
nation
years
(the
mid
star
should
everything
a
rock
mouth-watering yummies as company responsibilities with mindless heavy metal ~t.
apart
a~
the
seams
was
torn
be:
real,
enc;ouraging,
accessireal chocolate, real vanilla, the raising of three small Then so~ething wonderful
happened: I matured, as with problems like Vietnam, ble and most importantly he
naturally-dried raisins, old- children.
evidenced
by the fact that high unemployment, and a is recognized by such imporfashioned rolled oats, whole
eggs, walnut halves, and
McCammon's project has , Springsteen . now ~ominates middle class that was on the tant pillars of our society as
verge of bankruptcy ·· finan· George Will and Time and
Hawaiian macadamia nuts. been so well-received that it is my album collection. ,
cially
and morally. Springs- Newsweek mag~ines as makThe batters produced are so now sold locally in several
What gives ,Springsteen the
thick that an automated major grocery stores, as well impetus to sing and write teen has a musical answer and ing a viable contribution to
cookie depositor can't be as smaller area businesses.
about the common man? Spr- his response is down to earth society. ·
and now transcends his comby Beth Carran

Springsteen: An AIDerican hero
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PASS CLAST?

The Knights Table Restaurant
TiIDe· Out Lounge

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
To teach the CLAST objectives.
GETIING READY FOR THE CLAST, $10 .95, 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and
mathematics

Located in The Quality Jnn University
11731 E. _Colonial Dr. 282-5074

COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 260 pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests .

.•

Monday · Friday
11:30 · 2:00 p.m. Lunch ·
Drink of the Day 1.25
Soup, Salad and -Sandwich Bar
$4.25
Soup and Sandwich
$3.25
Hot Chef's Special
$3.75 & up

Sunday
Champagne Brunch Buffet
Featuring · Eggs Benedict
Ships Round of Beef
Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Scrambled Eggs· French Toast
Plus Many More Entrees
Oh Yes!
A Multitude of Cold Salads
Bread, Cheese and Soup Table

COMPETENCY IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS, $18.95, 495 pp.
Teaches all the CLAST objectives in CLAST format,
notation, and thrust. Especially strong in logic.
Ask in your

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater,
.
FL 33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.

Dinner

Early Bird Specials
5 to 7 p.m.
4 choices from $4.75
Full course meals beverages ala carte
one night special avialable all night

$6.25 Adults
$3.25 Children Under 12
Under 5 FREE
Friday and Saturday
Our Famous Seafood Buffet
Finest Quality Seafood in Florida
Featuring
Peel Your Own Shrimp
Rock Shrimp
Fresh Shucked Oysters
Ships Round of Beef
Broiled and Fried Fish of the Day
Cajun Seafood Creole
Plus many more entrees
Salad Bar
Homemade Soup, Bread and
Cheeses, Assorted Cobblers
Adults $9.95 Children $4.25
Under 5 FREE

TIME OUT LOUNGE
Live Entertainment Tuesday Through Saturday
For Your Dancing and ListeQ.ing Pleasure
Brother Good
With Complimentary Hors D'Oeuvres
5 - 7 p.m. Mon· Fri
Tuesday Ladies Night
Featuring 99¢ wine by the glass
9oz. Margaritas & Daiquiris
Monday · Friday 4p.m. - 7p.m.
Jumbo 17oz. Margaritas $1.95

New Duplex Villas

r--------------------1I

(z

I2
I

g

$1.00 Off UCF Students And Faculty
Friday & Saturday Seafood
Buffet up to 4 Persons With UCF I.D.

l~---~-~nio~Citize~~l_:?~<::f_____

• 2 & 3 bedroom plans from $490 per month
• Leasing and sales office open daily
• in the city of Oviedo-5 miles from UCF

I
I

l

. __ Pt)one: (305) 365-4927
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Interceptions cost Knights
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER ·

.,

Georgia Southern's AllAmerican candidate Tracy
Ham quarterbacked his
Eagles to their third straight
victory as Georgia Southern
(3-0) scored four touchdowns
in 16:05 of the second half to
beat UCF, 42-28.
Ham broke his own school
record, passing for 207 yards.
He completed 11 of the 16
passes, the majority of those
passes going to wide receivers
Robert Baker-five catches for
76 yards-and Monty Sharpetwo catches for 75 yards.
Sharpe's two receptions came
at a crucial.point in the game.
''We were running stretch
routes to spread out the UCF
defensive secondary," Sharpe
explained.
Because the UCF defensive
unit is mainly made up of
freshmen and sophomores,
they are still learning the
basic concepts of big college
football and how to defend
oneself. "We try to simplify
the defense as quickly as we
John Zoz/Future
can," head coach Lou Saban
Punter/wide receiver Glen Mccombs cruises for a nine- said, "but you just cannot
yard touchdown on a pass thrown by Dana Thyhsen.
simplify a defense without

good teams taking it apart."
"There is no such thing as
setting up a blackboard
defense. Last week they hit
two shots down through the
seam and we knew this was
the weakness of the defense.
They happened to find it, as
we did with their defense, and
we put 28' points on the
board," Saban said.
Sharpe's first touchdown
came at 12:16 of the third
quarter. It ended an 80 yard
drive that started the seeond
half, putting Georgia
Southern up, 21-7. UCF
returned the favor by marching down the field on the
next possession, taking 13
plays and showing a great
deal of ball control. UCF
junior Glenn McCombs
scored at 6:47 in the third
quarter, on a pass from UCF
senior quarterback Dana
Thyhsen. The nine-yard
touchdow.n brought the
Knights, once again, within
one touchdown of the
undefeated Eagles, 21-14.
· Thyhsen sat out the Northeast Louisiana game while
recovering from arthroscopic
knee surgery. Against
Georgia Southern Thyhsen
completed 23 of 44 passes for

207 yards . and three
touchdown passes. But be
reminded, Thyhsen also
threw five costly interceptions that put undue pressure
on a young defense.
With the score 21-14, Ham
moved his troops into position at the UCF 31 yard line
in only five plays. Then the
talented Ham called for
another stretch route that
burned the UCF defensive
backfield for another Ham-toSharpe hookup, this time
scoring at 4:52 of the third
quarter, for 31 yards to boost
the Eagles' lead to 28-14.
UCF answered right back ·
with :58 remaining in the
third quarter when Thyhsen
hit Maury Parker for a ten
yard touchdown pass. Again,
UCF moved to within striking distance, 28-21. Naturally, Georgia Southern went
back and scored on UCF. This
time it was Dexter Sanford on
a ten yard run to put the
Eagles
up
by
two
touchdowns, 35-21.
On. UCF' s next possession
the well ran dry. On the
. fourth down, McCombs
delivered a 45 yard punt. McSEE GAME, PAGE 23

Soccer .Knights post first wir:i over FSC
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Men's soccer at UCF got a leg up on
Florida Southern College last Saturday, winning 4-2. After experiencing
two upsets in two games-a tie against
USF and a loss to Boca Raton, this
was a welcome change for the
Knights.
According to coach Jim Rudy, "we
played really well for the first_sixty
minutes of the game, then we lost our
concentration. the defenders went forward as if they smelled blood. The
.gates were open and the water was let
out." .
FSC scored tw9 goals in two

minutes. After this smack in the face
held them · back for -the rest of the
game.
One of the most spectacular plays
of the game was a "far post dive,"
made by Robert Heileman. Heileman
was assisted by a forty-yard pass in
the air by Jon Burns. Heileman dove
at the ball and scored. That's really
using-his head.
Rudy wasn't completely satisfied
with the performance of his players.
''We should have been able to lock up
the game 4-0. I was planning on trying to use some of the younger
players, which is much easier if you're
·up four or five goals. We almost had
SEE SOCCER, PAGE ·22

nm Barto/Future
Coach Jim Rudy puts the men's soccer team through practice.

Goodman plays good guy on and off field
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF men's soccer has picked up an
asset to add to the roster this season
in the form of Todd Goodman. Good·
man is a new recruit from a national
championship team, Miami Dade
South Junior College. He has been
awarded a full athletic scholarship to
play for UCF, a rarity for sports other
than
football.
When asked if Goodman had any
problems adjusting to UCF, head
coach Jim Rudy said, "in a manner of
speaking of the typical junior college
player, he comes from a successful en·
vironment. Todd is -also used to doing

things in a certain way with a par· adds, "I wouldn't be surprised if
ticular style. He doesn't have any real Todd. became a pro or a coach."
problems and he gets better every
Goodman is a little more open with
game." Goodman doesn't feel the his goals for the team and the future.
switch has posed any real problems. ''I'd like for the team to do well in the
''Soccer here is pretty much the same ·Bud Bowl next week in Tampa,
but the classroom work is a little maybe beat North Carolina. If we do
tougher." Goodman also feels that he well there it should set the tone for
is a tactical player with adaptability. the remainder of the season,'' he said.
"I think my game adapts to a given ''I'd also like to see us get a bid for
situation.''
the Southern Regionals, after that
When it comes to discussing his anything goes." Goodman hasn't
goals for Goodman Rudy remains really set any long range plans for the
somewhat conservative, "I would like future or turning pro, but he did say
to see him score 20 points this season, "If the chance were there I'd take it."
and just play well." Rudy doesn't say
When asked about how he felt
much about his hopes for Goodman's about playing on a 'new' team Todd
future after UCF; he pretty much reiterated, "I feel a real sense of team
leaves that up to his player but he unity. We're really starting to gel."

He has also developed a special fondness for Rudy. "I like coach Rudy,"
he says. "He's a good motivator who
runs a hard practice. He's also a tactical coach with hard working
assistants."
As far as Goodman's playing ability, Rudy had this to say, "Todd is
very good at scoring. He's the big kid
up front who holds up under pressure.
He is also very intelligent and has a
good mind for the game.'' Goodman is
also dedicated to the sport, almost
above and beyond the call of duty.
"Todd trains very hard, he always
wants to know what he can do. Right
now he's out there working out with
SEE TODD, PAGE 22
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Saban, team face long, .tough season
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF's head football coach
Lou Saban has a long season
ahead of him. His ·Knights are
0-3 and things are not getting
any easier. UCF will travel to
Bowling Green, Kentucky to
play the Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers, 0·2 Saturday at 2
p.m.
The Hilltoppers' first-year
head coach Dave Roberts had
a rough going-over as they
lost to 2·0 Akron, 42·7. WKU
junior quarterback Scott
.Travis passed for 195 yards,

but the Hilltopper ground
game recorded .a loss of 50
yards in the Akron game.
UCF's next home game will
be against Akron, Oct. 6.
WKU lost theii.- first game to
Appalachian State in a heart·
breaker, 17·16.
On paper, this looks to
UCF's first win of the season,
but on paper, the Bethune·
Cookman game looked like a
win. The Knights will have to
avoid their drive-killing
mistakes, to keep a · young
Knight defense rested and
without their backs to the
wall.
In the 43·22 loss to BCC, .

UCF outgained the Wildcats
in total offense, 417-339
yards. But the offense lost the
ball seven times, had two interceptions and five fumbles.
Most of these turnovers left
BCC. with only a short
journey to paydirt.
Last week UCF senior
quarterback Dana Thyhs~n
returned-after undergoing arthroscopic surgery two weeks
earlier. Thyhsen completed 23
of 44 passes for 207 yards and
three touchdowns. But it was
the · five interceptions that
Saban felt put more pressure
than his freshman-sophomore
defense could handie in the

42-28 loss to Georgia another couple of weeks."
Saban has a hard time feelSouthern.
"We put 28 points on the ing optimistic about his
board, but we just couldn't freshman-sophomore group
stop them (on defense)," growing into a team of upSaban said. 'It wasn't so perclassmen in a few years.
much our defense falling He compares last year's team
apart, as we fel apart on of- to point out this year's dilemfense. we gave up the ball five ma.
"We're nowhere near where
times, which is a lot for any
we were a year ago,'' Saban
defense to cope with."
''The unfortunate thing is said. ''In checking the
that Dana Thyhsen has to rosters, we have lost 45
carry the ball club. If he's not youngsters that helped us
at his best and he's not last year who are not with us
healthy, which is evident, he this year. They left for one
is not (carrying the team)," reason or another and that
Saban added. "He's getting took a big nucleus out of our
better, but it's going to take operation.

SOCCER
FROM PAGE 21

our chance,'' he said. Rudy
ha_s plenty of good young
players to choose from-the
1984 roster is stacked with 11
freshmen.
FSC was not a bad opponent, according to - Rudy.
"They're not as s'trong a team
as we are, but they are a little
better than last year," he
said. ''They improve with
every game, just as we do.
They a iso have Carlos
DeRada, who is an excellent
goalie."

To every roommate
about to become afriend.

The mitigating factor in
this faceoff must have been
who wanted to win more. "We
were definitely up for this
game, after losing the first
two,'' said Rudy .With one vie·
tory under their cleats the
UCF Knights should be up for
the Budweiser Bowl in Tampa
t.his weekend. They will be
facing some high caliber
teams .

II
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TODD
FROM PAGE 21
the goalies, practi~e kicking,''
said Rudy.
It would appear that UCF
has a well rounded player who
really cares for the sport and
the team he is playing on.
This season Goodman is one
of the men to watch on the
soccer field. But he's not only
a nice guy on the field, his
quiet, amiable character goes
with him off the field as well.
''Todd is a pretty decent guy
on the field and off,'' says
Rudy.
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ACTION is the volunteer Agency
tha t brings skilled people rogerber 10
solve local problems . There ore prog roms like VISTA . lhe Peace C-erps
Retired Senior Volunteer Program
Universily Year for ACTION rhe Fosler
Grandparent Program. and orhers If
you wont more information or if
you d like 10 volunteer your skills .
write ACTION . Washington. D.C. 20525

AMERICANS AGREE ON

•
Right now, about the only thing you have in
common is the same room. But you and those
strangers who moved in with you are going to·
crack a lot of books and burn a lot of midnight oil together.
·
You're going to discover the people
behind the nametags, the ones in side the roommates. And who
knows? Before the tennis
\ over, your roommates may
very well tum out to be good
friends.
To each of you we say, let
it be LOwenbrau.

LOwenbriiu.Here's to good friends.

l(JK)N
•

•
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to catch the ball that was
drilled into his chest.

FROM PAGE 21

Combs hit six punts for 232
yards, a 38. 7 yard average.
His longest was a 50 yard
boot at the end of the second
quarter. Three plays later the
Eagles were on the board
again.. This time Gerald Har;
ris, who was hit by at least
four Knight defenders, rambled 32 yards to turn out the
lights; 42-21.

•

23

The next two UCF possessions resulted in instant turnovers in the fourth quarter.
At 9:52, Thyhsen's pass was
intercepted by a six foot, five
inch, 250-pound defensive
tackle who had no choice but

The scoring habit had rubbed off of Georgia Southern by
this time, and UCF got the
ball back at 6:04. First play of
this drive, just like the drive
before it, ended with an in·
terception. This time the
culprit was Eagle cornerback
Nay Young.
With only 1:37 remaining in
the game Darin Slack, in
relief of "Thyhsen, connected
with fellow freshman Buddy
Cunningham for four passes
for 48 yards, the final coming
on a 14 yard pass from Slack,
on the day 8 out of 12 for 77
yards, to bring the score to. The UCF Knights stretch out and warm up on the field prior to the Georgia Southe~~~~':e
42-28 with :17 left.
last Saturday night at the Orlando Stadium.
-
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CREW POSITIONS AVAl'LABLE

I.• PREMIUM
WAGES AVAILABLE
ED. SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

• .FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING AND HOURS

• GROUP INSURANCE
M~DICAl/DENTAL .AVAILABLE

• VACATIONS PAID
• ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITJES

CALL NOW FOR INTERVIEW
788·211.3

Are You Good Enough
To Join The Best
In· The Nuclear Field?
The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equipment in the
world.
.
Including more than half the nuclear reactors in
America. The men who maintain and operate those
reactors have to be the best. That's why officers
in the Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophist~cated training in the world.
College juniors ana seniors who qualify
for the program can earn over $1100 a
month while still in school.
After graduation, as a Navy officer, .
you receive a year of graduate-lev~l
training unavailable anywhere else at
any price. You become a highly trained
member of an elite group with vital responsibilities and growing career potential.
To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 27 years of
age, working toward or have earned a bachelor's or master's
degree. You must also have completed a minimum of one year each
of calculus and calculus-based physics with a ''B" average or better.
You can submit an application as soon as you've completed your
sophomore year in college. If you think you're good enough to j!>in
the best in the nuclear field, find out. Call the Naval Management
·
Programs Office for full information.
1-800-342·7108 to arange your personal interview

Navy Officers Get Responsibilty
Fast.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FRONT AND REAR BRAKES
$65~00 ~IN:STALLED
Includes new shoes or pods, Installation of ports,
reoacklng front ~arlngs, bleeding and adjusting system

If I Can't Fix It, It Ain't Broke

·
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
2819 Cleburne Rd. Union Park 282-8465

PILOT PRECISE
ROLLING BALL PENS.
NOW WE GIVE YOU
ACHOICE.
~'

l

~
l

If you love fine writing, now
you can choose between two
Precise Rolling Ball pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder how
we made it possible.
It's only The Precise
that allows you to write
beautifully in either fine
or extra fir.e point.
The price? It's
even finer. Only $1.19.
I

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

[PILOT~f2r~e9iSe
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Snap Gas
Treatment

99C

Snap
Carburetor
Jreatment
OIL
FILTER

..

Thrush
Mufflow Muffler

•

1699
SAVE
6.00

Torino
Compact Black
Mirrors

#5005

-·
~ "' UL fl i>UAPO~t

7a.m.·11 p.m.

24 Series

.

-159
w/exch.

Corner of Aloma & 436
Winter Park
3098 Aloma Ave.

677·5488

282·0572
8 a.m. • 9 p.m.
1 Block West of Sliver Star• Pine Hiiis
5410 Silver Star Rd.

2 Blocks South of Oak Ridge
6210 Orange Blossom Trail

289·8230

859·6171

•

·

5499

.. UL TI PuRPO'>I

s.

•

Chloride
60 Month
Battery

.SAVE 2.00

· Corner of Semoran & Curry Ford -·
5687 Curry Ford Rd.

•

CRC
Spray
Lube

#325, 326

Orlando
Open 7 Days a Week

4''

EVERYDAY
LOW
PRICES

5.00 Off
40 & 50 Mo. Batteries

•

..

..

'
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Crew team gets impressive turnout at meeting
by Mary Sullivan
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The crew team opened their doors
for any freshmanwho are interested in
joining the team last Friday. A total
of 47 women and 45 men showed up,
full of questions that were answered
by team coach Dennis Kamrad and a
30 minute film presented by WMFT·
Channel 24.
·Kamrad said, "I'd like to keep all of
the students who are interested in the

crew team, but I realize many
students will drop out because of time
restrictions, class restrictions and the
hard work involved.''
Crew, an old team sport dating
back to the 1800's has participants all
over the United States. The sport has
· been in the Olympics, but is not
recognized as a sport by the NCAA
requirements as far as determining
what division a college will be placed
in. The sport has its own ruling bodyin the United States it is the US Rowing Association.
.

More and more people are becom~ must place their oars in the water at
ing involved in this largest, yet least the same time and add the same
known of sports. The equipment con- amount of pressure.
sists of a fiberglass boat, shaped like
Their strength to row comes from
a kayak. It is 12 feet long and six in- their back, legs, arms, and stomachs.
ches wide and weighs ~80 pounds. Their wrists must be parallel to the
Eight rowers sit in the boat, along boat with the arms extended. If this
with one coxswain weighing 125 is done wrong it could result in a mapounds or less. The seats are 20 in- jor problem ~n keeping the rowers'
ches by eight inches and are on timing and steering the boat.
tracks.
Learning this is a slow process, and
The training for a rower is long, the team must practice three times a
hard, and at times very boring. Tim- . week to get ready for their races in
ing is very important; all eight rowers November with Boston and Athµ1ta. ·

•

Sigma Phi Epsik>n
NATIONAL SOCIAL FRATERNITY
SEEKS DYNAMIC INDIVIDUALS
INTERESTED IN LEADERSHIP
· OPPORTUNITIES

That's rlghtl Bigger Is not better. What you
want Is the personal service that you get from
1 our hometown, full service bank.
We believe that our bank can be your best
flnanclal partner. We prove It every day of the .
year.

..

. ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING TUESDAY .
SEPTEMBER 25, 7:00 PM RM. 144 STUDENT
SERVICES BLDG.
156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

G:r

CALL STEVE DUNNE AT 656-0100
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

•OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765

(305)365·6611

MEMBER FDIC

-

·: ::· · 1°

MORE
SOFTWARE
FOR
LESS.
LARGE SELECTION OF DISCOUNT SOFTWARE,
PERIPHERALS AND SUPPLIES FOR APPLE,

~

EPSON, OKITADA AND
OTHER PRINTERS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES!

MODEMS COMPLETE WIIH CABLE
· ON~Y $87.95

.

DISGOUNT PRICES

• BLANK Dl'SKETTES FROM $17.95
HOURS:
MON.·FRI. 10:00-7:00
SATURDAY 10:00-6:00

KNOW~EDGEABLE

STAFF

894·3304•

HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ. MALL

YESTERDAY'S RESTAURANT IC PUB
.

)

presents

. UCF NIGHT EVERY THURSDAY
Draft Beer 50 ALL NIGHT
•
•
•
•

(with any UCF l.D.)
we also offer a delicious menu which includes: subs le sandwiches
Everthing is homemade and prepared fresh daily including our sub rolls
We have homemade chili, meatballs, steak • cheese
Entertainment on Fri. le Sat. nights.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon. · Sat. 11 a.m. to 2a.m.
Sundays · 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
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CONGRATULATIONS
•

-

f

Pl KAPPA ALPHA .
I

ON

EARNING THE

COVET.ED ROBERT A. SMYTHE EXCELLENCE
AWARD
.....

- · (Top 5 Pike Chapters in the U.S.)
Based On:
.

• Outstanding

'

Pl.~dge

Quality • utstandin Campus
· ·· Involvement & Contribution ' ·
.

.

• lntramurals ·

• Enl husiasm

• ·D edication ·

• ·Athletic .Participation

• Chapter

~eadership

•

, . .~ University and
Community Se.r~ice

•BROTHERHOOD
.

LET'S GO FOR ANOTHER
\

From
. A Proud New Faculty Advisor

c

•..

•

•

.

'

•

•
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Barry college c hallenges Lady Knights Sunday
the Lady Knigh.t s' schedule
are North Carolina State and
FUTURE STAFF WRIT.ER
Geor ge Mason.Ga . Loca l
teams from Rollins and FIT
Barry College challenges should pose no gre~t threat,
UCF's women's soccer team - but Rudy still thinks it's too
Sunday in t heir sea son early to tell.
_
opener, which will mark the
Last year the team deservbeginning of- a rivalry bet- ed to be in the NCAA Diviween the two teams, accor- sion II t-ournament, according
ding to UCF coach Jim Rudy. to Rudy, but because they
Rudy said "It's going to be weren't, they feel that they
a good game. They're going to have something to prove.
be fighting hard to beat us. In UCF hosted the tournament,
this . state we're the status but was bumped from playing
quo and they're the new kids in it. This year thf:l tournaon the block.'' Because of
this, he doesn't want to be
. overconfident because ' ~we're
something to aim at.''
by Mary Sulllvan -

•

27

Although UCF · lost one
good player, Kelly McCarthy,
because of knee injury, Rudy
still feels that this is his best
team. Kelly Collum and Kary
Ryter returned improved
players and . Rudy thinks ·
they'll be an asset to get the
team to the tournament.
Newcomers Michelle Akers,
Jean Varas, Mary Shults,
Terry Schuler, Jenny Olsen
and goalie Amy Allman are
, also definite assets to the
team.
The two toughest teams on

ment will be hosted by the
University of North CarolinaChapel Hill. Rudy plans on
viewing· every game to see
how each team plays and to
kn ow what t o exp ec t.
Being the coach of both ·the
men's and women's soccer
teams is no easy job, according to Rudy. " I'm not sure
how long I can take it. It's
physically exausting, dealing
with all the problems of · a
team, and all the financial dif'ficulties," he said.

File photo

Laura Dryden goes after the bali during practice. Dryden,
a veteran, is j<;>ined by newcomers Michelle akers, Jean
Varas,. Mary Shults; Terry Shuler, Jenny. Olsen, and Amy
Allman on the team this year, along with returning players
Kelly Collum and Kary Ryter.
File photo

Last year, the Lpdy Knight soccer team played a g ainst the
University of North Carolina in the NCAA finals.

PILOT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
The Navy presently has several 9penings for the most exciting and
challenging job in the world -- NAyY PILOT. If you qualify, we will
guarantee you a seat in the most prestigious flight school anywhere. At
the completion of training, you will fly the Navy's high performance ·
aircraft.
QUALIFICATIONS ARE
---Bachelors degre~
·
---Less than 27 years old
---20/20 uncorrected vision
---Excellent health
---U.S. citizen
If you think you can q~alify, and would like to earn a starting salary of
$21,000 with $37,000 in four years, send a resume or letter of qualificatjons to:

4930 LAKE UNDERHILL
ORLANDO ,
. 273-6770
SALES-INSTRU_CTION-SERVICE

.LEARN· ro-

SCUBA DIVE .

-

$49.95

CENTRAL ·FLORIDA'S MOST
PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTORS AND INSTRUCTION

CLASSES START
/ OCTOBER 1st

Navy Aviation Programs
4070 Boulevard Center Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32207
or call: 1-800-34 2-7108 ·

SPECIAL PRICES TO UCF STUDEMTS
Call1Anita or Reid-273-6770

e LADIES NITE .
TUESDAY 25¢ DRAFT
• Late Nite Snacks Till Midnight
• Great Food
15 Different Subs
•Fun Foods

DELI & PUB

UCF

434

Live Friday Night
9pm from UCF
Danlel -Fllck
HOURS:
Mon.-Thur. lla.m. till l:OOa.m.
Fri.-Sat. lla.m. till 2:00a.m.

• 45" Rear Projection T.V.
Best Big Screen in Town
• 25¢ Pool Tables ·
• Video Games
• Open Till 2a.m. Wee~ends

Oviedo

a

j
802 W. Broadway (426)
Oviedo, FL 32765
365-2435

U

To Winter Park-
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University
.

.

of Central 'Florida's

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
would like to congratulate its new
members· to. the 17th Student Senate. ·

Senate meetings are held on Tuesday's from
.3:00 p.m. to 6:00· p.m. in Engineering 360.

Congratulations go out to the ·. following
·Senators for finishing out the whole year in
the 16th Student Senate: .

-.

Jackie Goigel ·
Mary. MacArthur
Pete Martin
Dave Rokes
· .· Lisa Salloum
Cindy Spraker

•

~
'

•

•
Thanks goes to SAGA .- for the FREE Pepsi provided <?n the green during
electionsl

•

